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…so much more than just a garden centre
Come out to the West Lothian countryside and be entertained, inspired
and tempted by our 18 themed gardens, fantastic plants and Orangery Tearoom.
In July and August explore our annual art in the garden event.

Open everyday 10am – 5.30pm
Tel 01506 834433
EH52 6QZ
Find us on the A904 three miles west of the Forth Road Bridge roundabout

Visit us today at www.newhopetoungardens.co.uk

Paeonies, Irises, Astilbes, Acers,
Day Lilies, Ferns and Grasses
to name but a few...
Binny Estate (in the grounds of Huntercomb Hospital)
is 2 miles north of Uphall in West Lothian.
Phone 01506 858931 for directions.
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Foreword
From the outset in 1809 the
aims of this society have
centred around a desire to
share learning, focusing on
both the theory and the
practical aspects of gardening
in Scotland. Our aims today
reflect this ambition, namely
to inspire, encourage and
improve the science, art and
practice of horticulture in
Scotland and to advance
education in gardening and
horticulture for the public
benefit. Our partnership with
Edinburgh City Council on
the
redevelopment
of
Saughton Park will provide us Garden designer and Caley council member Jasmin Cann discussing
with a base for expanding plans for a Saughton display with the president. © Richard Whittle
opportunities for demonstration and sharing knowledge. One of our existing educational
initiatives, Grow and Learn, for people with complex learning needs, is making plans for further
expansion thanks to the appointment of Jean Gavin as Development Worker. Jean will focus on
the future co-ordination of Grow and Learn and build on the existing programme by developing
a further level. There are currently 185 registered people from local initiatives across Scotland. It
is a programme the Caley can rightly be proud of.
The Caley is not plant or genre specific, quite the opposite; we have an interest in all forms of
gardening and horticulture. Caley members have always been a mix of professionals, amateurs
and people with a general interest. I am sure this is one of our strengths. We were instrumental
is starting Gardening Scotland back in 2000 and plan to increase our support for Scotland’s
national gardening show by sponsoring the floral hall in 2015.
An important element over the past 200 years has been the production of a journal, originally
Memoirs, now The Caledonian Gardener. It is interesting to note that some of our current day
concerns about the potential loss of horticultural skills, and a desire to encourage more people to
grow things, remains a common theme. In the first edition of the Memoirs, published in 1814,
Dr Andrew Duncan wrote:
…to have obtained pre-eminence in this art is creditable and honourable to the country. It is therefore
incumbent upon the present age to maintain that reputation which our ancestors have acquired for us.
The Caley is proud to continue our tradition of recognising achievement in horticulture in
Scotland and one of the greatest delights of being President is to be able to present our annual
awards. Every award winner is, as Dr Andrew Duncan might have said, playing a part in
maintaining Scotland’s reputation in gardening and horticulture.
Pam Whittle, President
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The striking logo that greeted the many visitors in George Square. All photos © Glasgow City Council.

Growing for the Games
Steve Scott & Derek Wells
The 20th Commonwealth Games were
awarded to the City of Glasgow in 2007. Once
the bid was awarded more detailed planning
started. An organising committee was set up
tasked with delivering the games. By 2011, we
were planning which of our venues would be
needed and what work would be required to
bring them up to scratch. The games took
place over 14 venues. Some events took place
indoors or in existing football stadia at
Hampden, Celtic Park and Ibrox Park.
Adjacent to Celtic Park a new velodrome and
indoor sports complex called The Sir Chris
Hoy/Emirates Arena was built. George
Square, Kelvingrove Park and Glasgow Green
were key sites. Kelvingrove was chosen for the
outdoor lawn bowling; the six existing bowling
greens were fully reconstructed to provide
world class playing surfaces with temporary
seating used during the event, the backdrop
for this venue being the iconic Kelvingrove
6

Museum and Glasgow University. Glasgow
Green was used as a Festival site with
exhibitions, BBQs, covered areas, fun rides
and licensed hospitality areas; the opening and
closing ceremonies were also shown on large
screens at this venue. George Square was
further dressed with a temporary five metre
high 3D Commonwealth Games logo which
was surrounded with ornamental decking and
a bedding display, Commonwealth Games
souvenir shop marquee, ticket centre and
meeting site; it also had many daily live
exhibits and live street entertainment. We had
useful meetings with the organisers of the
London Olympics though the scale and cost of
the Glasgow games were smaller. Overall, the
games cost £540 million of which £480
million came from the Scottish Government.
Further funding came from Glasgow City
Council and sponsorships negotiated by the
2014 Games Organising Committee.
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

Glasgow parks background
Glasgow is often called the Dear Green Place
and with some reason as green space accounts
for 20% of the total area of the city. This
comprises public parks, amenity open spaces,
countryside areas, local nature reserves and
other important wildlife sites, loosely
connected by a variety of river valley systems
and transport corridors. These spaces serve
several purposes ranging from recreation to
flood control and are an integral part of the
city’s infrastructure making an important
contribution to health, wellbeing of the
community and overall quality of life.

We have five city parks, 12 district parks and
74 local parks - an area equivalent to 5,500
football pitches. We routinely maintain five
golf courses, 50 bowling greens, 190 sports
pitches as well as 29 ponds, 31 cemeteries and
two crematoria. To do this we look after
153,000 trees and over 1000 ha. of woodland
while we still grow around half a million
annual bedding plants each year which is
around half of what we used to do. We have a
programme of assisted house gardens which
benefits over 15,000 tenants. This work had to
continue throughout the games period and the
rest of the year.

The parks today reflect the city’s history and
how it developed. Glasgow has a rich and
fascinating history, from a medieval city through
to the present day. We have a huge legacy of
Victorian parks, cemeteries and landscaped
gardens, which feature several winter gardens,
historic designated landscapes and an
outstanding collection of monuments. Glasgow
also features several cemeteries such as the
Glasgow Necropolis, Sighthill Cemetery and the
Southern Necropolis, which are some of the
finest examples of garden cemeteries in Europe.

Our operational plan
The increased workload on our staff meant
discussions with trade unions as 15,500 hours
of overtime were needed and staff were asked
to take leave outwith the April–September
period if possible. Detailed planning was
summarised on a large spreadsheet covering
every member of staff, showing normal
workdays on and off shift, and all overtime
hours with mobile telephone numbers for ease
of communication. A normal working day for
anyone accepting overtime was from 7 am to

One of the floral Clydes with some of the many planters ready to go out. The Clydesdale horses are part
of the team at Pollok Country Park.
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Stages in making a floral Clyde. First a metal frame is needed. His feet have to be substantial.

11 pm; non-overtime days were 7.30 am–6.30
pm. Some work had to be outsourced such as
the stonework, fountain and gate repairs.
Venues and locations
Cathkin Braes was used for mountain biking. In
all 92 trees were identified that posed a potential
safety issue to competitors and the public. Of
the 92 trees, 52 were felled, 24 were sectionally
dismantled to leave standing habitat poles, six
windblown trees were made safe and
ten standing dead trees were felled. Trees along
the route also received large branch and canopy
pruning works while smaller tree regeneration

was cleared to facilitate camera position
sightlines. Small timber was chipped on site
whilst the remainder was left to provide wildlife
habitat. The council undertook detailed surveys
for protected species throughout the operation
and liaised closely with Scottish Natural
Heritage to ensure no adverse effects on wildlife.
Similar detailed planning was used at other
outdoor venues including Pollok Country
Park where the men’s and women’s marathons
were held, Kelvingrove Park which hosted the
bike road race and bowling competitions and
Glasgow Green which had the cycling time trial

His body is made up in sections which are then planted.
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The head ready to add.

One of the Clydes at Kelvingrove.

and was also a Live Festival site with links to the
opening and closing ceremonies. Glasgow
Green attracted over 500,000 people while
Kelvingrove had 300,000.

Commonwealth colours using red and yellow
non-stop begonias, blue-green Liriope and
blue salvias. There were two symmetrical beds
measuring 10 x 17m each; each bed had
12,000 plants while on a hard standing area
between them we had a four metre high 3D
floral Commonwealth mascot. Clyde was the
Commonwealth Games mascot. Two floral
versions of Clyde were created for us by David
Ogilvie Engineers, who made the metal
structures, and Kernock Plants who planted
them using 6,100 carpet bedding plants in
each. The plants used for these structures
were green and red forms of Alternanthera,
Helichrysum ‘White Wonder’, Sedum ‘Gold
Mound’, Sempervivum ‘Green Standard’ and
Senecio serpens. They were watered twice per
day via an internal irrigation system and
externally showered by hand using a powered
water bowser. These proved a great attraction
with people queuing for up to half an hour to
take photographs. Many parts had to be
replanted several times due to people touching
and holding on to them for photos.

The Last Mile
This was something that had been successful
at the Olympics. Offenders sentenced to
community service worked on Glasgow’s
payback teams, managed by Glasgow Safety
Services. Around 14,000 hours were worked in
this way across the city in the 12 months
before the games. Tasks included repainting
fences, tidying gap sites, cutting back
shrubberies, weeding and graffiti removal.
Some of the participants were later recruited
as seasonal staff.
Floral displays
Our nursery at Bellahouston grew on an
additional 26,000 plants which allowed us to
put out 330 tiered flowering planters, 600
flowering roadside barrier planters and 1,000
hanging baskets. In addition, we had
eight carpet bedding displays with
Commonwealth themes: six at Victoria Park,
one at Alexandra Park and one at Kings Park.
At Kelvingrove, we had ‘floral lanes’ planted in
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

In George Square, a large 3D metal display on
a decked area, surrounded by flowers in
Commonwealth Games colours of red, yellow,
9

Clyde also appeared in wood.

Another version in a city street.

People queuing to be photographed with Clyde.
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The floral Clydes will be replanted and
relocated within the city for display in 2015
and beyond. The wooden version of Clyde
was positioned in Queens Park. At 2.4 metres
tall, he weighs two tons.

Floral lanes at Kelvingrove.

green and blue, made a spectacular feature in
one of Glasgow’s busiest places. The flowers
surrounding this area were the same varieties
as used at the Kelvingrove Coloured Lanes to
continue the colour scheme city-wide. In
Tollcross Park, next to the City of Glasgow
International rose trials garden, we planted
200 gold coloured roses bred by Rosemary
Gandy. This rose and its breeding rights were
purchased and the rose was named ‘Golden
Flourish’ by a Glasgow primary school pupil
who had won a school naming competition.
Park
Auchinlea
Bellahouston
Glasgow Green
Hogganfield
Kibble Palace
Linn
Pollok
Queens
Queens
Springburn
Tollcross
Victoria

Sculpture
African bench
Mackintosh roses
American bench
whooper swan
Tiki god Lono
palm tree
African elephant
Clyde
giant panda
snow leopard
baobab tree
lycopod tree

Legacy sculptures
In all, twelve wooden sculptures were commissioned and placed in selected parks designated
as educational hubs where young people could
learn about the Commonwealth. Schools visited
the parks with countryside rangers who
organised a variety of environmental activities.
The timber was oak from our parks that had
been storm-damaged or had to be felled for
safety reasons. Much of the work was carried
out by Robert Coia who involved local school
children in the design and some aspects of the
execution of the work. The Design a Sign
competition was part of this; schools in Glasgow
were asked to design a Commonwealth Games
sign which was placed at park entrances. Many
Glasgow schools have African links; 40 are
twinned with Malawi alone.
Associated primary school
Aultmore
Pirie Park
Blackfriars
Sunnyside
local schools
Castleton
St. Monica’s
St. Bride’s
Langside
Balornock
Wellshot
Whiteinch

Some of the children’s designs.
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Barrier planters.

Three tier planters ready to go on display.
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The Mackintosh roses.

The baobab tree.

African elephant.

Snow leopard.
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Legacy for parks
Our parks have benefited from infrastructure
improvements. Many have had improvements
and repairs to walls, gates, paths and buildings.
However the most important legacy has been
the team building effect that the 2014 Games
had on our staff; the scale was greater than
anything we had attempted before.

The African mask bench.

Bellahouston Park is the home of Glasgow’s
House for an Art Lover so it was appropriate that
the 3.8 metre Charles Rennie Mackintosh roses
sculpture has been located here. The sculpture is
based on five traditional roses. To celebrate
Glasgow Botanic Gardens twinning with
Oceania, a Tiki sculpture has been placed in the
Kibble Palace. Tiki statues are an integral part
of Polynesian culture. This one is a representation of Lono, god of peace and cultivation.
A hexagonal Native American bench featuring
mythological creatures has been placed on
Glasgow Green. A life-sized African elephant
weighing over three tons is now in Pollok
Country Park. Another African theme can be
seen in Tollcross Park where the outdoor
classroom is home to a model of a baobab tree.
These iconic African trees grow to a great age
and are often called the trees of life. Victoria
Park is home to the well-known fossil grove. It
now has a lycopod tree sculpture. This type of
tree grew over 300 million years ago in the
carboniferous swamp forests. A snow leopard
twice life size is now in Springburn Park which
has Asian links. Hogganfield Park is well known
for its resident swans. In winter, Scotland is
home to many whooper swans from Iceland. At
10 kg. these are some of the heaviest flying birds
in the world. The wooden version at
Hogganfield is even larger at 2.5 tons; it
measures three metres from nose to tail and nine
metres across its full wing span. The twelfth and
final legacy sculpture has been installed into
Linn Park natural play area in the form of a
palm tree sculpture over three metres tall.
14

Legacy for Glasgow
The former athletes’ village at Dalmarnock has
provided 600 new homes and is an
important part of the regeneration of the East
End of the city. 97,000 cubic metres of
remediated soil was recycled on the village site.
Twenty-six hectares of land was brought back
to use through the Stalled Spaces initiative.
Elsewhere over 12,000 pupils from 160 schools
received Healthy World biodiversity talks. The
city was short-listed for the 2015 European
Green Capital Award and is hosting Glasgow’s
Green Year in 2015.
Glasgow’s ambition to become one of the
most sustainable cities in Europe has been
supported through the work done for the
Games. We are committed to improving the
environmental aspects of sustainable living
standards and this includes everyday issues
such as waste, design, transport and energy
use. Quality green spaces are vital to a healthy,
prosperous and sustainable city.
Steve Scott and Derek Wells, Land and
Environmental Services, Glasgow City
Council, 231 George Street, Glasgow G1 1RX.
Stevie Scott is City Parks & Open Spaces Manager
for Glasgow City Council. He began working for the
Council in 1985 and joined the Land Services
Department nine years ago. He is responsible for the
citywide development and operational activities of
all Glasgow parks and open spaces with responsibility for the Council’s £29 million parks budget.
Derek Wells is Natural Environment Officer
(Horticulture) at Glasgow City Council. Derek
grew up in Dennistoun in Glasgow’s East End. He
served a horticultural apprenticeship from
1985–1988 with what was then the Parks &
Recreation Dept. and then progressed from chargehand gardener to horticultural training instructor
to his current role as Horticultural Officer.
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

Summer colour at Cambo. © Allan Pollok-Morris.

Fife’s Garden Festivals and Trail
Sally Lorimore & Lindsay Murray
The first Fife Garden Festival was organised
in 2012 over Friday, Saturday and Sunday
18–20 May. The aim was to raise the profile of
Scotland’s Gardens and offer garden owners
and visitors more options by increasing the
range of openings through larger ‘group’
events. It was in aid of the Association for
International Cancer Research and Scotland’s
Gardens charities including Maggie’s Cancer
Caring Centres. To give it added appeal it
became part of the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee
celebrations.
Local MP Sir Menzies Campbell opened the
event at a rainy Cambo Estate, in the East
Neuk of Fife, on the Friday. Fortunately the
weather improved and the festival ended in
blazing sunshine. Over the weekend 12
gardens, from Aberdour to Auchtermuchty,
were open to the public for the festival, the
first Scotland’s Gardens event of its kind.
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

Perennials
Cambo House belongs to Catherine and Peter
Erskine. Here the focal point is the
magnificent walled garden where, with the
skilled help of head gardener Elliott Forsyth,
Catherine has developed a prairie-style
planting scheme, the first in Scotland. The
existing framework of gravel, box-edged paths
and burn has been complemented by airy
drifts of perennials and grasses punctuated
with sculpture. Keynote grasses such as the
reddish plumes of Miscanthus sinensis
‘Malepartus’, Stipa tenuissima, Calamagrostis x
acutiflora ‘Karl Foerster’ and Amenanthele
lessoniana hold the attention, while perennials
and vegetables in the formal potager combine
with a scattering of brightly coloured annuals.
Plant lovers headed to Barham, Bow of Fife,
where plantswoman Joanna Spencer Nairn
grows an unusual range of woodland and
15

Barham. All photos © Fife gardeners/Scotland’s Gardens.

Murrel.
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Strathmore Cottage.
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South Street, St. Andrews.

Glassmount.

Teasses.
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Newton Barns.

Newton Mains.
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Micklegarth.

herbaceous plants. There are borders around
the house and a large vegetable area to the side
where Sir Robert Spencer Nairn has been
experimenting with growing a large range and
unusual varieties of vegetables.
Hills and history
The Murrel, Patricia and Alistair Bowen’s
six-acre garden, is set against rolling Fife hills
and centres round their 1910 arts and crafts
house, designed by architect Frank Deas.
Divided into small sections, each with a
different theme, this plantsman’s paradise is
packed with inspiration and ideas. Tender
plants include tree peony and phormium
while Trachycarpus fortunei thrives among
irises, grasses and Alchemilla mollis in the
formal, paved rose garden. The peony border
which includes double pink ‘Sarah
Bernhardt’, ‘Shirley Temple’ and white
‘Duchesse de Nemours’, takes centre stage as
does the primula-fringed Humbie Burn in
the water garden.
June Baxter’s historic garden, hidden behind a
Georgian façade on 46 South Street, St.
Andrews, is based on a medieval long rig.
Originally for edible crops it now features a
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

collection of old roses. Laid out in the early
18th century by Principal Haddow, the
garden, enclosed by walls festooned with rose
and clematis, is divided into different areas. A
wild flower orchard gives way to herbaceous
plantings, trees and formal shrub roses; a
formal rose parterre frames a stone dovecot.
Highlights
Willie Duncan’s garden at Drumeldrie was a
particular highlight. At Strathmore Cottage,
near Upper Largo, Barbara and Willie Duncan
have a cottage garden and experimental
orchard. Willie is generous with his advice to
anyone contemplating growing apple trees. He
recommends ‘Discovery’, a sweet, bright red
apple that tastes as good as it looks and fruits
reliably. A close second is ‘Baker’s Delicious’,
followed by ‘Destival’ and the New Zealand
‘Braeburn’. For cooking, he recommends the
French ‘Mere de Menage’ and ‘Red Victoria.’
Irene Thomson’s artist’s garden near Kirkcaldy
is terraced and laid out on a symmetrical
framework of narrow grass paths. It also
features a very large L shaped greenhouse
built by Mackenzie & Moncur. Teasses
Garden, the home of Fraser and Trish
19

Rosewells.

Morrison, is an ambitious restoration project.
There is an oval walled garden and
glasshouses,
woodland
gardens
with
rhododendrons, azaleas and meconopsis.
A plant lovers’ paradise, the Maxwells’
Micklegarth garden in the seaside village of
Aberdour is filled with trees, shrubs and
flowering plants, many of them grown from
seeds or cuttings by the owners. Newton Barns
and Newton Mains are adjacent properties,
part of a steading development above
Auchtermuchty. They are framed by mature
trees and enjoy views to the Lomond Hills.
Both gardens have been created by their
owners the Andersons and Ruth and Tony
Lear. Newton Barns has a huge rockery with a
stream and a sweeping lawn and generous
borders. At Newton Mains, the first task was
to remove 1,000 tons of builder’s spoil and
rubble. The garden now has retaining walls, a
large rockery, borders and lawns.
The Headmaster’s Garden within the grounds
of St Leonard’s School in St Andrews has been
under reconstruction since 2008 when current
20

head Michael Carslaw and his wife Nicola
took over. A mature willow and laburnum and
beautiful weigelias have been retained, new
borders constructed and fresh shrub and
under-planting undertaken.
Partying
Many hundreds of visitors, from all over the
UK and as far afield as Japan, enjoyed a range
of beautiful gardens. Most had travelled
especially for the event and some booked
accommodation locally so that they could visit
all the gardens open during the weekend. The
event was previewed on BBC s ‘Beechgrove
Garden’. It attracted over 700 visitors and
raised £19,168 for charity through £20 tickets
and a mega plant sale at Barham. One of the
highlights of the weekend was a community
Jubilee tea party in the grounds of St. Leonards
School. Home baking and music from local
schoolchildren attracted crowds of people on
to the lawn where a marquee, gazebos and
bunting added to the party atmosphere. Sir
Menzies Campbell, who had opened the event
on the Friday, returned on Sunday to plant a
commemorative Jubilee tree in the grounds.
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

The Garden Trail
For the second event in 2013 the Fife
committee concentrated on their ‘by
arrangement’ and regular weekday openers. A
trail was organised with participating gardens
opening on weekdays on at least four occasions
and over a two month period. Many opened
into the evening as people who are working
during the week have problems fitting
everything they would like to do into a weekend.
Evening openings offer the option of a pleasant
thing to do after work, perhaps including a bar
supper nearby. This proved popular with many
visitors. Over 600 tickets at £15 were sold and
raised £11,869.90 for charity. Only Barham
and Rosewells had been in the 2012 festival
though all but one of the eight gardens participating in the Trail had been open at other times.
Earlshall Castle near Leuchars is one of
Scotland’s great gardens created by Robert
Lorimer. The garden was designed and the
castle restored in the arts and crafts style. The
owners Paul and Josine Veenhuijzen have
researched the original garden design and
together with gardener Nicky Macintyre have

been rejuvenating and restoring the garden. The
box garden and rose terrace have been recreated and vistas re-opened by removing selfseeded sycamores. The 120 year old orchard is
being rejuvenated by grafting from the old trees
of little known apple varieties. The garden also
contains a topiary lawn, a croquet lawn with
herbaceous borders and a kitchen and herb
garden. The overall garden design has been
modernised by replacing annuals with
herbaceous perennials providing a much longer
season of interest. Bulbs are added each year
and 9,000 planted every autumn!
Catherine Baxter became interested in
gardening just four years ago. She had inherited
Gilston House, near Leven, a garden laid out
originally by her mother-in-law but not worked
on for 20 years. Together with help from friend
Ali Petrie and gardener Chrissie Pate, supported
by her long suffering husband Edward,
Catherine has been reworking the terrace while
mixed borders are now being expanded. Also
underway is a new woodland area leading to the
pond, recently cleared, and planted with masses
of astilbes, hostas and hellebores.

Earlshall.

2015 The Caledonian Gardener
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Gilston House.

Greenhead Farmhouse.

Logie House.
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the last 17 years. The garden design centres
on texture and foliage. The winter ‘bones’ are
trees and shrubs with contorted stems and
peeling or coloured bark. In spring and
summer, texture and coloured foliage of
specially selected shrubs and perennials add
to the overall design. Flowers are an added
bonus with scent and colour being important
and combinations of yellow, blue and white
preferred.

South Flisk.

The garden at Greenhead of Arnot was started
in 2001. The south-facing garden combines a
symmetrical layout with curved mixed
borders. Maggie Strang Steel has planted
many of the borders ‘cottage style’ with a
mixture of herbaceous perennials, bulbs and
shrubs. Colour schemes of soft pastel colours
create a gentle and calming effect. Maggie
loves roses which are planted throughout the
garden and there is also a large rose bed and
long trellis of roses. The Hunts’ garden at
Logie House, Crossford, was a traditional
formal garden. Fruit and vegetables were
grown elsewhere at Pittencrieff Park until the
property was bought by Andrew Carnegie.
Central to the overall design is a long straight
path through a double mixed border which
links the original walled garden to the fruit and
vegetables. This area also contains a
magnificent Mackenzie and Moncur
greenhouse in excellent condition with the
original heating system based on a huge boiler
worthy of the Queen Mary!
Seventeen years’ work
Rosewells, Pitscottie, designed by Birgitta
and Gordon MacDonald, has developed over
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

At South Flisk, Julia and George Young have
also been developing their garden over 17
years. The woods around Blebo Craigs are full
of caves and quarries and it is one of these
quarries that is the centrepiece of the garden.
The flooded quarry forms a huge pond with
interesting marginal planting and hundreds of
golden orfe, frogs and toads, dragon and
damsel flies. Boulders, cliffs and the many
mature trees form a garden which is at its best
in May and June when the rhododendrons,
azaleas and wild primroses provide a colourful
backdrop to the other plants. The woodland is
full of plants including some special
hellebores. Recent storms brought down some
of the original trees but this was an
opportunity to embark on an exciting tree
planting scheme with cercidiphyllum,
liquidambar, sorbus and maples.
Peter and Angela Davey’s one acre garden at
the Tower, Wormit, is a beautiful example of
the late Edwardian wild garden. The garden
has been lovingly restored over 20 years to
preserve the original planting of unusual
evergreen
trees,
rhododendrons
and
magnolias. Special features include a
rhododendron walk, rockeries and informal
woodland planting schemes using native and
exotic plants. Original raised paths lead to a
granite grotto with a waterfall pool. A board
walk weaves around a stream and passes four
further ponds, which attract a large variety of
birds and insects. Of additional interest are
hand crafted garden features, ornaments and
sculptures in wood, metal and marble. At the
back of the house are raised vegetable beds
made from granite setts, along with a walled
section containing a selection of alpines.
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The Tower, Wormit.

Willowhill.
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Kinaldy.

Kenly Green.
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The Cottage, Boarhills.

Seaview, Boarhills.
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Willowhill, near Newport-on-Tay, is a young
garden developed over the last 12 years by
Eric Wright and Sally Lorimore. Borders and
paths have been sited to follow the lie of the
land, and to link the garden into the landscape
beyond. The three acre garden comprises five
main areas: a wildlife pond in a large grassland
area planted with trees, bulbs and perennials, a
vegetable garden and three large areas of
mixed borders designed with different, vibrant
colour combinations. The planting is inspired
by the exciting colour permutations of
Christopher Lloyd and Fergus Garrett at
Great Dixter and the late summer colour in
the gardens at nearby Cambo.
The second festival
The first festival was so successful that the Fife
committee decided to repeat the format on the
weekend of 7–8 June 2014. Again the public
could buy a ticket for £20 allowing access to
ten gardens from 11 am to 5 pm each day. To
encourage families, accompanied children
could visit free of charge. This event attracted
over 500 visitors and raised £12,862 for
charity. Many gardens opened for the first
time, with a really interesting mix of large and
small gardens and a community allotment; in
fact the whole range of openings that reflect
Scotland’s Gardens. Ten contrasting gardens
were open over the weekend. These stretched
from the River Forth in the south-west to the
North Sea coast beyond St Andrews.
The seven acre garden at Kinaldy House near
St Andrews is owned by David and Lynne
King who moved here 26 years ago and
immediately bought an adjoining field which
allowed them to create a series of ponds, clay
lined and fed by a local spring. These
complement the formal terraces, kitchen
garden and Victorian glasshouse.
Village gardens
In Boarhills village the garden at Kenly Green
Farm has been tended by the Roger family
since 1913. Frank Roger’s grandmother began
the garden using stones from the farmyard to
build a rockery, raised beds and other features.
Bernice Roger used to arrange wedding
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flowers and many of these grow in the wellfilled herbaceous borders. Nearby Bobby and
April Simpson took over The Cottage about
ten years ago. At that time it was an organic
vegetable garden which they have made more
varied by a series of terraces and rock walls to
add flowers to the garden. Alan and Ann Cairn
took over Seaview in 1977. As its name
suggests the garden enjoys a fine view but a
shelter belt of pines has been added to break
the force of the wind when it blows from the
North Sea. A variety of shrubs and herbaceous
plants now fill the mixed borders.
Craigrothie village had two gardens open. At
Cedar Cottage, Ian and Rena Douglas have a
plantsman’s garden. Ian was a founder member
of the Scottish Rhododendron Society and has
planted 190 different types of these shrubs
alongside 44 conifers, 19 dwarf willows as well
as 43 ferns, 24 trilliums and 30 different lilies.
There are also many alpines as well as
interesting trees such as gingko, eucryphia and
metasequoia. At Fairbairn, Ewen and Jane Allen
have created a garden from what was a horse
paddock in 1983. The quarter acre plot feels
much larger as paths meander through changes
of level and planting.
Community gardening
A remarkable example of what can be
achieved in a short space of time by a
dedicated group can be seen at Strathkinness
Community Trust Garden. Five trustees and
55 volunteers were given the use of a field in
2010. The ground was cleared and then
ploughed in 2011. The lower part has been
planted with wildlife-friendly shrubs donated
by the RHS such as hawthorn, sloe and hazel
that are also attractive when in flower. Then an
apple orchard was planted thanks to a
donation from St. Andrews Community Trust.
Further planting involved soft fruit, flower
borders, a polytunnel and a donated
greenhouse. There is an area for schools to use
and 11 allotments, all now taken up. This
garden was given an award for Outstanding
Achievement under the RHS It’s Your
Neighbourhood scheme in 2012.
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Cedar Cottage, Craigrothie.

Fairbairn, Craigrothie.
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Strathkinness Community Garden.

Rofsie Arts Garden.
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Southern Hemisphere Botanics.

Old Inzievar.
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Caroline and Andrew Thomson have
developed the walled art garden at Rofsie, by
Collessie, over the last six years. This is a
thought provoking garden. Stone came from
Perth Cathedral and Greenock Harbour.
Themes of art, science and the family run
through the garden. Caroline is a descendant of
the Backhouse family, well known for their work
on daffodils, and the garden features heritage
narcissus collections as well as other plants
associated with Backhouse such as Erica carnea.
European students come to the garden on
placements. A pond collects rain water which is
then used for irrigation and the garden is run on
organic and biodynamic lines.
Another hemisphere
In the south-west of the Kingdom lies Southern
Hemisphere Botanics. This was created by
Ursula McHardy in 2004 following travels in
South America, South Africa, and Australasia.
She had previously set up displays of plants for
these regions at Frankfurt Botanic Garden. The
garden has a series of natural habitat types such
as an Australian eucalypt forest, a Patagonian
southern beech wood and New Zealand
grassland with celmisias and other endemics.
The garden overlooks the Firth of Forth and
features a series of interlinked pools. Ursula died
in 2011 having seen her garden well on the way
to fruition and her daughter Lorna now
maintains it with help from volunteers.
When Tim and Lisa Hill moved to Old
Inzievar House ten years ago they took over a
derelict walled garden. First they had to
rebuild the walls. Plants were then added,
some inspired by visits to Sissinghurst and the
writing of Gertrude Jekyll, and the garden now
has a lime walk, a knot garden, raised beds for
vegetables and an orchard.
Future plans
In 2015 a sans frontiers garden trail has been
organised in collaboration with the Angus
committee covering eight more gardens in Fife
and, crossing the Tay, four in Angus. The format
will be similar to the 2013 event. The gardens
can be visited in short succession (26–28 May
and 2–4 June) or over two months.
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Concluding thoughts
Garden trails and festivals add to garden
openings as they are attractive to owners who
cannot manage a Sunday opening while their
workload is reduced. Some garden owners will
only open as part of a group. Garden visitors
see many gardens for a very good price and at
more flexible times. Many of the participating
gardens are rarely open to visitors or have never
opened before and attract visitors from near
and far. Financially the events benefit garden
visitors and Scotland’s Gardens. A ticket is
effectively half the price of visiting each garden
separately. The average amount raised per
garden has been greater as a group than as a
stand-alone opening by one and a half times
(weekend festival) or four times (weekday trail).
Presold tickets and opening over a number of
days mitigates the effect of bad weather. New
garden visitors are attracted especially through
using advance tickets as Christmas presents.
This generates a distribution list for future
events - which is now expanding nicely!
Sally Lorimore and Lindsay Murray,
Willowhill, Forgan, Newport-on-Tay, Fife
DD6 8RA.
Sally Lorimore is a former research scientist and
Lindsay Murray a retired chemistry teacher. Both
are keen amateur gardeners who open their
gardens at Willowhill and Craigfoodie respectively
for Scotland’s Gardens. They are also volunteers
for Scotland’s Gardens (Fife Committee). Sally
Lorimore is a Trustee for Scotland’s Gardens. For
details
of
the
2015
trail,
see
www.angusfifetrail.org.uk.

Headmaster’s garden at St. Leonard’s School, St.
Andrews.
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Blackdykes. All photos © C. Davies except where stated.

East Lothian’s Garden Trail
Frank Kirwan
June 2014 saw the launch of East Lothian’s
first ever Garden Trail. After months of
planning, ten glorious gardens, none of which
could be described as ‘small’, opened each
day over a five day period. Some 350–500
people visited each garden over that week.
Visitors were blessed with wall-to-wall
sunshine and an experience that for many
was truly memorable. A ticket costing just
£20 allowed access to the ten gardens, six of
which have not been open to the public in
recent years, or have not opened other than
‘by arrangement’ in the past. The event,
which took place under the banner of
Scotland’s Gardens, raised £23,000 for
charity. It was a wonderful experience, great
fun, exhausting and offering loads of learning
for the organisers and those who were willing
to share their personal spaces for charity.
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Experience from Fife
The idea was sparked by a similar event in Fife
in 2013. I was a visitor to the Fife Trail and
enjoyed myself hugely. There were things that
did not work too well for me; planning my visit
had not been easy given the wide variety of
opening times offered by adjacent participating gardens. But the effort was more than
worth the 150 mile round trip. The idea of
replicating the event in East Lothian took hold.
Bill Alder, the chair of Scotland’s Gardens
East Lothian district, and Mark Hedderwick,
the chair of Scotland’s Gardens board of
trustees, both of whom live in East Lothian,
liked the idea. We constituted ourselves as the
ad-hoc organising committee and, in August
2013, began planning our inaugural trail.
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We were able to draw on the expertise of the
Fife organisers as we began to design our
‘offering’. They were most helpful, advising us
that advance ticketing reduced the need to
handle large amounts of cash at the garden gate
and provided a degree of insurance against bad
weather during the event. They priced their
tickets at £15. We thought this too cheap for
access to ten gardens, any one of which would
command an entry fee on its own of £4. We
agreed on a £20 ticket, representing an
admission cost of £2 a garden. With Edinburgh
and its thousands of keen gardeners on our
doorstep, I thought we might be able to sell
1,000 tickets in advance... I reflected on my
experience of the Fife programme. I had
created a spreadsheet of opening times to figure
out how I could visit the gardens without
multiple return trips across the Forth. We
believed we needed something more concentrated, and agreed on core hours during which
all gardens would be open, with owners
encouraged to add additional hours at either
end of the day if they wished. We included
Saturday and some evening openings.

The next challenge was to identify and
approach potential participating gardens. We
wanted gardens of at least an acre, which did
not open regularly, which could cope with a
reasonable number of visitors simultaneously,
had sufficient parking and straddled the
spectrum from ‘wow! - I could never
afford/aspire/create that’ through to ‘wow! that’s amazing, and my garden could be like
that!’ Favours were called in, arms gently
twisted, potential reservations countered and
we had ten agreements in principle to
participate, subject to dates, times and
beneficiary charities. We then asked the garden
owners for a brief description of their garden,
some high definition recent photographs,
succinct directions, preferred additional
opening hours; and willingness to offer teas,
plant sales, toilets, wheelchair access and any
other information deemed useful. One of the
gardens offered to host exhibitions of
sculpture and watercolours as both an
additional attraction and a source of revenue
from royalties on sales.

Congalton.
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Stevenson Steading.

The gardens
By North Berwick at Blackdykes, Hew & Janey
Dalrymple have created a series of garden
rooms and spaces from open fields, now
enclosed by walls and hedges of hornbeam,
yew and beech. There is even a pebble mosaic
of the nearby Bass Rock. The Carsons’
Congalton House is a country house garden of
character with herbaceous borders, rockery,
rose beds, terrace and sunken garden.
Stevenson Steading near Haddington is an old
two acre walled garden. The Parkers’ garden
features early summer herbaceous borders,
espaliered roses and climbers, over 60
different hostas as well as a woodland walk
along the Tyne. At Redcliffe Joe & Jenny
Harper’s garden has many different rooms,
formal terraces, woodland, herbaceous and
lawns, vegetable garden and steep steps
running down to the river.
To the east, Bowerhouse with Bowerhouse
Walled Garden, owned respectively by Mark &
Rebecca Tyndall and Ian & Moira Marrian,
are two contrasting but complementary
gardens set in 26 acres of parkland, orchard
and woodland walks. The walled garden dates
from the 18th century but has been
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redeveloped over the last 20 years. At Birrell’s
House, Annabel Younger has a deceptively
spacious village garden with a good mix of
herbaceous, shrubs and roses.
Several gardens are situated relatively high up
towards the Lammermuir Hills. At Humbie
Dean the author’s two acre garden lies at 600
feet above sea level with the core created in the
1960s, under renovation and major extension
since 2008. Maxwell & Lady Sarah Ward’s
garden at Stobshiel lies at 700 feet, centred
around a formal walled garden; azaleas,
rhododendrons and meconopsis; ponds
planted with primulas, hostas and damp loving
plants and a woodland garden. Frostineb is
Henry & Caroline Gibson’s evolving
farmhouse garden on several acres at 750 feet
with mixed borders, ornamental trees and
shrubs, rhododendrons and azaleas.
Finally our furthest west garden, on the
Midlothian border, Lindsay & Irvine
Morrison’s Inwood is an RHS Partnership
Garden well known to readers of this journal
as it featured in the 2010 issue. Informal in
layout, its 26 island beds are packed with rare
and unusual plants as well as old favourites.
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Redcliffe.

Humbie.

Frostineb.
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Bowerhouse.

Bowerhouse Walled Garden. © Scotland’s Gardens.
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Proceeds
As the trail was under ‘Scotland’s Gardens’
60% of the proceeds automatically go to its
core charities. We proposed Leuchie House, a
respite care centre outside North Berwick,
and the Lamp of Lothian, a community
organisation, as the recipients of the
remaining 40%. Both were local to East
Lothian, have a reasonably high profile, and,
importantly, offered a supporter/user base
through which we hoped the event could be
promoted. None of our ten garden owners
dissented from our recommendations.
This information formed the core of the
brochure to accompany ticket purchases. We
adapted Fife’s 2013 format and set about
compilation. Fife had advised that printing
costs could be covered by advertising, so we
confidently set about selling some space. It
was a surprise how many local businesses had
to get permission ‘from head office’ in order
to commit a few hundred pounds; the
regulatory framework for simple brand
advertising by financial companies is inversely
proportional to its effectiveness in preventing
miss selling. However, there are some great
businesses prepared to support local initiatives.
McInroy & Wood agreed to be our main
sponsor for the guide and the promotional
flyers. Macplants sponsored the tickets and,
along with Smeaton Garden Centre, became
our core advertisers and promoters.
Sales
The shape of the trail was complete by the end
of August, but getting the promotional
material together fell foul of the annual
revision of the Scotland’s Gardens handbook.
It was early November before we had
promotional flyers and a dedicated page and
ticketing offer on their website. We distributed
flyers throughout East Lothian and the
Borders in shops, libraries, garden centres and
NHS health centres. We found it harder to do
so in Edinburgh. We called in favours from
horticultural societies and nurseries to include
our flyer in their customer and member
mailings. Very soon, there were 5,000 flyers in
circulation. We positioned trail tickets as ‘the
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ideal Christmas gift’ and encouraged garden
owners to include the flyer with their emails
and Christmas cards. We waited for sales to
roll in. They didn’t. By the end of December,
we had sold less than 50 tickets - and a quarter
of those had been to one individual who had
taken the Christmas gift message to heart.
We redoubled sales efforts as spring appeared
and restyled tickets as ‘the ideal Easter gift’.
Sales remained slow and predominantly from
within East Lothian; we had failed to crack
Edinburgh. I revised the sales target down to
700. In the end, just over 400 tickets were sold
in advance, more than two thirds within East
Lothian. Somewhat dispirited, I went to the
Fife Festival the first weekend in June and
found that they were selling tickets to
individual gardens on the day. We decided to
adopt the same policy. Then the weather
improved and remained glorious for the entire
five days of the trail! Ticket sales at the gate
were buoyant; we sold another 100 full price
tickets and an increasing number of single
garden tickets as the days wore on. In
addition, it rapidly became clear that we
couldn’t have coped with the volumes had we
sold 1,000 tickets in advance.
The overwhelming feedback from our visitors
was that they got value for money. More than
half of our ticket holders visited six gardens or
more; on average folk spent three days on the
trail. Almost half of those we subsequently
surveyed said that they would buy a ticket for
a similar trail in 2016 even if it included many
of the gardens they had visited this year.
Lessons
So, what lessons have we learned, what might
we do differently in 2016?
Consider additional formats. A block of days
increases weather-related risks. The 2014
season in East Lothian seemed a full three
weeks earlier than that of 2013 - and many of
the azaleas, meconopsis and primulas, which
had looked so good in June 2013, were over by
the same time in 2014.
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Birrell’s House.

Stobshiel.

Inwood.
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Try to find a way to balance the attractions of
advance ticket purchase with the flexibility of
purchasing on the day. Options worth
considering include a day ticket; a two-day
ticket; or a ticket for a fixed number of gardens.

Have a written agreement with the beneficiary
charities setting out their responsibilities to
promote the trail. Our survey of ticket
purchasers suggests that very few heard of the
trail from the charities we were supporting.

Try to include a full weekend to attract more
people who work full-time. Our original decision
not to extend onto the Sunday was motivated by
fear that we would reduce the takings from
Gifford’s open day. It’s clear now that the target
audience for the trail was quite different from
that for a traditional village opening.

Draft a detailed marketing plan at the outset,
setting out how we are going to target
particular audiences and with what media.
Our A5 flyers proved the most effective
publicity, far outweighing any other method of
communication.

Coordinate the opening times of individual
gardens better, in particular of those which lie in
close proximity. Opening in the morning at 11
am proved popular; opening after 8 pm did not.
Devote more attention to signage. Many of our
gardens are off the beaten track, and East
Lothian’s many single track lanes proved a
challenge for a significant number of our visitors
even though most came from East Lothian.

Have a more flexible website, using the
Scotland’s Gardens brand, to allow greater
freedom to modify the content at short notice;
to exploit digital marketing and have a less
cumbersome and expensive ticket process.
Buy all our print online; we overpaid significantly and had less flexibility by using
traditional printers.
Encourage more plant stalls at participating
gardens stocked with plants which are in flower
when the gardens are open! We think that plant
sales could generate up to 10% of total revenue.
Have more toilets! The demographic of our
visitors is such that this facility ranks ahead
even of teas in their criteria for visiting gardens.
And we’ll hope and pray for a repeat of the
stunning weather we enjoyed from 17–21
June 2014!
Frank Kirwan, Humbie Dean, Humbie
EH36 5PW.
Frank Kirwan is an economist who would rather
have been a horticulturalist. He has been creating
a two acre woodland garden in the foothills of the
Lammermuirs since 2008. He was one of the
organisers of the 2014 East Lothian Garden Trail
and is co-ordinating the 2015 Humbie Garden
Circle - five gardens all open on the same three
days mid-May to mid-June. He is the newly
appointed District Organiser for Scotland’s
Gardens in East Lothian.
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Chrysanths among other plants at the Fife Show. © S. da Prato.

Chrysanthemums in Scotland
Dennis Morrice
If you would be happy for a lifetime grow
chrysanthemums.
Chinese philosopher.
Chrysanths, as these flowers are known to
gardeners, were first cultivated c. 3,000 years
ago in China. Confucius refers to ‘the chrysanthemum with its yellow glory’ as the wild
forms were that colour and much smaller than
modern cultivars. The Chinese used the plant
for medicinal as well as decorative purposes. It
was a noble plant which lower class people
were not allowed to grow and export was
forbidden. However by 356 AD it seems to
have been taken to Japan by Buddhist monks.
Considerable development took place in Japan
and it became the national flower. The Order
of the Chrysanthemum was a prestigious
award for chivalry. O Kiku San - Miss
Chrysanthemum - is a traditional girls’ name.
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The first record of chrysanths in Europe
seems to be 1689 but they were not grown in
Britain until the end of the 18th century. These
are short day plants and although reasonably
hardy the flowers can be damaged by
inclement weather so show blooms are
normally given some protection. Show
chrysanths divide into earlies, which are grown
outside, and lates, which are grown in pots
then moved under cover to flower. However
many growers now use polytunnels or covers
even individual bloom bags on all their
flowers. Commercial production for the cut
flower trade is normally under cover.
Whether for cut flower or showing chrysanths
are grown either as disbuds with large,
individual flowers or sprays with a number of
smaller flowers. The main categories for
disbuds are incurves, intermediates and
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

Stools with new growth for cuttings.

Rooted cuttings.

Cuttings potted up.

Plants in a tunnel; note the mesh support.

Plants staked and limited to two stems to maximise the size of blooms. All photos © Gordon Mitchell.
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Two medium reflexes and three medium incurves in the same vase.

Some blooms are covered for protection but not reflexes. © G. Mitchell.
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‘Billy Bell’, a popular large intermediate.

The yellow incurve ‘Joyce Frieda’.

A single type.

Medium intermediates ‘Peter Jolley’ and yellow
‘Carlene Welby’.

Anemone chrysanths.

First Light’ a Fantasy type.

Chrysanth varieties often produce different colour
breaks as with yellow and white forms of ‘Billy Bell’.

Large and medium exhibition types are displayed one
bloom per vase. © Henry Haig, Scottish Branch NCS.
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Vases of sprays on the show bench.

A fine display of Japs, as exhibition chrysanths are usually called, at Crail Show.

The Cathcart Trophy for six vases of at least four varieties at Fife Show. © H. Haig/Scottish Branch, NCS.
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A display by a specialist chrysanth nursery at Ayr Flower Show. © S. da Prato.

reflexes. These can come in small, medium
and large sizes. Late chrysanths include the
large exhibition blooms usually known as Japs.
Sprays occur in different flower shapes such as
singles, anemones and reflexes. There are over
20 recognised colours.
Cultivation
The chrysanth growing year starts in January
or February when cuttings are taken from the
bases of last year’s plants. These were cut back
in late autumn and over-wintered as stools
which are then put on a heated bench in
December. With sprays cuttings are started
later around March. Cuttings are potted on
and eventually either planted out or moved
into large pots outside in May, once the
weather is warm enough. Support is needed
from canes or, when a number of plants are
grown in a bed or tunnel, with mesh supports.
Those types grown for individual flowers are
usually restricted to two stems per plant.
Growers also limit the number of stems of
sprays and, by removing the central flower
bud, encourage a more even head of blooms.
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Shows
Many autumn shows include chrsyanth classes
varying from very large shows such as Ayr and
Dundee to local horticultural societies. These
days there seem to be more shows down the
east coast than further west. There are a few
shows specifically for the chrsyanth enthusiast
- often combined with dahlias - such as the
Scottish National Chrysanthemum & Dahlia
Society show in September. Most shows are
held between August and mid-October which
means that you are much more likely to see
early and mid-season cultivars on the show
bench than the lates in November.
Dennis Morrice, Fraserburgh.
Dennis Morrice was a long term grower and
supporter of the Scottish branch of the National
Chrysanthemum Society. Tragically he died in a
car accident shortly after starting to prepare this
article. The editor is most grateful to his family
who passed on his notes and to Dr Dorothy
Spencer and her colleagues in the NCS for facilitating this and for further information. Gordon
Mitchell helped with the text and provided many
of the photographs. The website of the NCS has
information on all aspects of chrysanthemums
and further links.
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The rock garden. All photos © Robert Mitchell.

St. Andrews Botanic Garden
Robert Mitchell
Promoting a diversity of plants for
education and conservation
Much has happened since J.L. Mowat’s
description of St. Andrews University Botanic
Garden in this journal in 1959. There have
been many highlights, with some traumas too,
in the intervening years. The garden, having
been established by Dr John Wilson in June
1889, celebrated its 125th anniversary in 2014.
On previous occasions land had been taken
from garden areas within the university
grounds to provide space for extending
buildings. With further expansion in 1960, the
University Court decided the Botanic Garden
should move to a new site and gave authority
to J. A. Macdonald, Professor of Botany and
Keeper of the Botanic Garden, to develop
university-owned farmland, at that time on the
outskirts of the town. The site comprised three
fields on undulating land of 7.5 hectares,
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bounded by the tree-lined Kinness Burn and
the Lade Braes to the north, the coastal railway
to the east and a farm track leading to fields to
the south and west. Today the railway line gives
pedestrian access to housing on the south and
west, the farm track is now a road leading to
residential development and a primary school
is our western neighbour. With the growth of
housing in the last 50 years, the garden is now
almost centrally placed in St. Andrews,
providing a welcome green haven within the
boundaries of the town.
By 1962 the boundary was secured, a shelter
belt was planted and I was tasked with
designing and developing the site. The
emphasis remained on the growing and
provision of plants for teaching and research,
the education of the public of all ages and the
training of apprentices, while adding an
amenity for citizens to enjoy. There was ample
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opportunity to develop on a grand scale, and
over ten years the Botanic Garden evolved.
Tree and shrub borders were placed round the
perimeter to give added shelter and allow the
centre of the garden to get as much light as
possible. Here the rock garden and scree was
constructed as the dominant feature, with a
stream flowing through a series of pools to the
main pond. Skirting these are the heather
garden, a Scottish native tree collection and
beyond that the rhododendron borders and
terraces, a complex of habitats forming a
natural progression from mountain tops to
wetlands. Plants are grown in a variety of
situations to suit their needs, with individual
sections providing growing conditions for rare
and tender plants. Presently nine specific areas
in the garden, outside or under glass, have
interpretation boards.
Funding
Major funding became available in 1966 for
the construction of glasshouses and ancillary
buildings to house the increasing collection of
plants used for teaching and to fulfil their role
in botanical research. In subsequent years
almost one million specimens were supplied
annually from the collection of about 8,000
taxa for teaching and research. In addition to
university teaching, adult education courses
were inaugurated in 1967, continuing to this
day. The St. Andrews Junior Gardening Club
was formed in 1975 and still thrives with 40
members and a waiting list. In 1981 the
Friends of the Botanic Garden was founded as
a support organisation to help fund garden
developments and buy equipment. Currently
there are 1,561 members. The Junior Wildlife
Club, linked with the Scottish Wildlife Trust,
was founded in 2010 and has 16 members.
Education for all ages and groups is the life
blood of the garden.
The glasshouse complex is home to tropical
plants, including orchids, temperate plants,
many of economic value, succulent and cactus
collections, a humid temperate atmosphere for
south-east Asian forest plants, including
tender (for the east of Scotland)
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rhododendrons and alpine plants from the
high mountains around the world. There are
plants of interest all year round in an area
much used by the Education Trust for the
schools programme.
The design provides a flow of paths through
the garden, aiming to compartmentalise each
area, yet allow each to merge with the other. To
the west, beside the regularity of the
glasshouses are placed the formal lines of the
herbaceous borders and adjacent Order Beds reflecting the first garden of 1889 designed by
Dr John Wilson. This leads outward to the
informality of the rhododendron borders and
the winding paths and terraces of the rock
garden and scree. The scree acts as the fulcrum
between the alkaline rock garden, through the
heather garden, with its rocky outcrops, to the
acidic conditions necessary for the cultivation
of rhododendrons and associated plants. The
rhododendron collection was greatly enlarged
in 1962 when the RBGE donated 50 species
from Joseph Rock’s last expedition to southwest China in 1948/49. Between the
glasshouses, the south facing bulb borders
grow tender plants, gaining borrowed heat
from the glasshouses; Echium wildpretii has
flowered here on several occasions. Beyond
these are herbaceous island beds, reminiscent
of William Robinson and popularised by Alan
Bloom in the 1960s, with paths leading through
to tree and shrub borders.
Changes
By 1987, the teaching of pure botany was
diminishing and the university needed the
garden much less. Fife Council undertook its
management on a 25 year lease and continued
development with the support of the Friends.
Education for schools and the public became
even more important and a Botanic Garden
Education Programme was initiated in 2001.
Visiting school groups were given plant notes
dealing with tropical and desert trails, with
economic plants as a major focus. The Friends
of the Botanic Garden encouraged and
financed these developments which have
evolved into the St. Andrews Botanic Garden
Education Trust, founded by Dr Edith
47
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The succulent house.

The tropical house.
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Cormack in 2005, as a partnership between the
Friends, Fife Council, and St. Andrews
University. The programme has gone from
strength to strength. Over 4,000 school children
annually have attended courses in the Glass
Class, with a similar number coming on
prepared, self-guiding trails in 2014. Plant
conservation is a prime subject for schools
within the education programme. Four schools
have each chosen a locally threatened species to
grow on from seed with the intention of
returning the plants to their specific habitat.
These are purple milk vetch Astragalus danicus,
maiden pink Dianthus deltoides, blue fleabane
Erigeron acer and sticky catchfly Lychnis viscaria.
These plants are part of the PlantNetwork
Target 8 Conservation Programme for
endangered local species being conducted
throughout the country. Within the 8,000 taxa in
the garden, there are 174 plants of International
Red Data Book conservation status and 23
species and cultivars of national importance recorded only grown in St. Andrews by Plant
Heritage in 2012 - thus making the collections
very relevant in today’s world.
With major financial support from the
Friends, plus additional funding from Fife
Council and the University, a new gatehouse
was built in 2009. This greatly helped the
garden to gain VisitScotland 4 star status since
2011 and acknowledges the garden as a place
of peace and tranquillity for visitors who may
also gain knowledge of plants from many
different areas in the world.
With the ending of the lease in 2014, Fife
Council, though still willing to partially finance
the garden, are handing over management to the
newly formed St. Andrews Botanic Garden
Trust, with James Hearsum as the incoming
director. With continued support from the
Friends of the Botanic Garden, Fife Council,
and the University, the extensive education
programmes for schools groups and adult
classes will continue to develop, along with
Junior Hortus and the Junior Wildlife Club. All
depend on the diverse international collections
of plants and varied habitats nurtured here.
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Achievements
In over 50 years much has been achieved.
From a green field site the garden can boast 78
Champion Trees: six for Britain and Ireland,
including the largest apricot; 22 are Scottish
and 50 are Fife champions, according to the
Tree Register of the Britain Isles. There is also
a Scottish native trees collection (missing
one). Both are included in garden trails.
Many of the plants which J.L. Mowat had
established and tended in his 40 years tenure
were transferred to the developing garden.
Significant acquisitions helped to give the
developing garden an increasing scientific
value. Sixty-nine species of Berberis, including
type specimens, were obtained in 1956 from
Ahrendt who published the monograph on
Berberis and Mahonia in 1961. Fifty-seven
conifers, of which many were wild collected,
came from the Forestry Commission in 1964,
included a geographical range of Pinus
contorta, and Scots pine from Turkey. Fifteen
species of Deutzia came from RBGE in 1971.
The British Isles species of Sorbus from Hugh
McAllister of the University of Liverpool Ness
Botanic Garden have been added to over the
years. At the same time the genus Cotoneaster
was developed, many from scientific
expeditions, and these were verified by Jeanette
Fryer in 1994. There is a significant collection
of Chinese plants, the majority of which are
from the 1981 Sino-British Expedition to
Cangshan; the first joint European/Chinese
field expedition to China since the communist
revolution. The Hay Bequest of orchid species
in 1964 greatly enhanced the value of the
glasshouse collections.
Features
The rock garden complex, which extends to
about 0.4 hectares, is in the centre of the
garden with a flat, sunny southern section, and
a north-west facing, terraced exposure on the
undulating site. Dwarf conifers from the old
garden were transplanted here to give
structure and a sense of permanency. A
mixture of dwarf shrubs, dwarf herbaceous
plants, bulbs and true alpines from the high
places around the world thrive and produce a
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Special features with historical links include
the Order Beds; a feature of early botanic
gardens and our original garden in 1889.
Ours have been designed to show
evolutionary traits in the Plant Kingdom and
are used by students and specialist groups.
The herb garden is based on the plants grown
in the Edinburgh Physic Garden of 1670. We
have added plants in the modern pharmacopoeia, as well as culinary, dyeing and
strewing plants. All are labelled with their
botanical, common and Gaelic names, where
possible, as well as their uses.
Island beds.

fine display almost the year round. The
complementary collection in the alpine house
is protected from winter rains.
The rhododendron borders were the most
difficult to prepare for the natural soil is pH
7.2. In order to present the widest range of
plants for taxonomic studies, and to grow
Sino-Himalayan plants, the soil was treated
annually with liberal dressings of flowers of
sulphur and large volumes of acidic organic
matter to produce and maintain acid soil
condition. Over three years this reduced the
soil acidity level to pH 6.3. This is not an
enterprise we would encourage though, for
alkalinity can build up from ground water. For
us it was a necessary exercise which worked.
Oak trees and Scottish provenance Scots
pines were planted to give shelter and a
modicum of shade for the rhododendrons,
including Joseph Rock’s Rhododendron rex
subsp. fictolacteum, now seven metres tall,
while his R. sanguineum subspecies are large
shrubs, now needing to be re-propagated.
Magnolia sargentiana var. robusta flowers here
in April/May and Paeonia mairei in June. This
area has become a favourite for
rhododendron enthusiasts from February
with R. dauricum to R. auriculatum in
August/September. The additional collection
in the Temperate Glasshouse offers a wide
range of tender rhododendrons, including
several from the Subsection Maddenia, which
flower from December onwards.
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The Botanic Garden staff, though reduced in
number, have done magnificent work to
maintain the collections so well and, with the
Education Trust and Friends, are the
mainstay of our outreach to the community.
There is great potential to continue and
develop
its
outstanding
education
programmes, thanks to Jean Stewart and
Nikki Macdonald, who work tirelessly to
present and prepare new trails and projects.
James Hearsum has a proven team to
implement his plans for the future of the
garden.
Do visit the St. Andrews Botanic Garden and
see the developments.
Robert Mitchell, Kingscroft, Elie, Fife KY9 1BY.
Email: kingscroft@care4free.net Fife.
Bob Mitchell SHM is the Honorary Curator of
St. Andrews Botanic Garden. He has been
involved with the garden’s development over 52
years. He was Property Manager at Branklyn
Garden for seven years. He is a past editor of the
SRGC Journal and was joint leader of the SinoBritish Expedition to Cangshan in 1981. He was
a popular botanical tour guide for nearly 30 years
and holds a Paeonia species collection for Plant
Heritage. More information is in: Ahrendt,
L.W.A. 1961. Berberis and Mahonia in Journal
Linnean Society (Botany) 57 No 369; Mowat,
J.L. 1959. University Botanic Garden, St
Andrews. 38–48. in Journal RCHS: 38–48. The
website is www.st-andrews-botanic.org
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The garden is beside a town centre car park. All photos © Ian Christie except where stated.

The Forfar Botanists’ Garden
Ian Christie
I was fortunate to go to a primary school where
one of the teachers was interested in gardening.
He often spoke about George Don, a famous
plant grower who came from Forfar. I had
always been interested in plants; my mother
and father were very good growers. I had a
friend whose father had a car, a luxury in those
days. They drove us on Sundays to the Angus
glens where my love of native wild flowers
started. More recently, I did some garden work
for a great historian and plant lover and again I
was inspired by his tales about the Forfar
Botanists. His knowledge of George Don was
so interesting that garden work was often
neglected whilst I listened to stories about the
Don family and the fantastic nursery he had at
DooHillock ( now a Tesco store) specialising in
the sale of native Scottish plants. The
Drummonds, also from Forfar, took over
Don’s nursery after George’s death, as it was
felt his son, also George, was too young to take
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

over. My client informed me that 2014 was to
be the 250th anniversary of George Don’s
birth and Angus Council planned to do
something to commemorate this along with a
contribution for the Drummond family.
The contribution to horticulture by George
Don was immense. Although he came from a
poor background with little education he was
one of the finest plantsmen of his time who
went on to become principal gardener at the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh when it was
located on Leith Walk. His son, George junior,
in 1819 went to the Chelsea physic garden in
London and was one of the first professional
plant collectors for the Royal Horticultural
Society. David Don wrote the first book on the
flora of Nepal and became the first Professor
of Botany at Kings College, London. All three
were made Fellows of the Linnaean Society.
Thomas Drummond began his career in 1814
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The site cleared and ready for work to begin.

Removing a toilet.

Working on the central path and retaining walls.
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Stone is the backbone of the garden.

Volunteers planting.

One of the corners with Phlox drummondii in the foreground.
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A leafy liverwort, Anastrophyllum donnianum, named after George Don Snr. by David Long of RBGE.

One of the woolly willows from the Angus hills.
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Euphorbia donii from the Himalaya, named for David Don. © Alan Elliott/RBGE.

Clematis drummondii from Texas, named for Thomas Drummond, growing in the Edinburgh arid
house. © A. Elliott/RBGE.
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when he took over the Doohillock nursery. His
study of mosses in particular led to several new
species being named and in 1848 he published
the book Flora of Forfarshire.
Overgrown
Near the centre of Forfar, on an area of land
overgrown with weeds and scarred by years of
rubbish, I was asked was it possible to make this
into a garden? My answer was only if I can
borrow a magic wand! I learned the Common
Good Fund owned the land and that some
funding for a garden might be forthcoming.
The next day I arrived at the site with tools to
cut down the weeds and remove the rubbish.
This precipitate action did not please the
council as I had no permission but at least the
area was now tidy.

Several weeks passed with meetings with the
council and interested people. We formed a
committee of five: four ladies and I. Eleanor
Gledhill was our funding expert, Alice Bremner
and Aileen Elliott the historians with Liz Meikle
an interested gardener. We applied for planning
permission to the council and funding from
Angus Environmental Trust (through the
Landfill Tax). We ticked all the boxes but had to
produce a plan from a landscape architect
approved by the council. My basic plan was not
good enough so we commissioned Inglis
Thorburn whose plans went through and work
could start. Many difficulties and problems were
encountered when the diggers started: burst
pipes, large concrete slabs, stone walls which
were ready to fall down and a difficult tree
stump. When we reached the stage of

The garden planted and establishing.
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rebuilding the old walls we were able to buy
stone from an old farm building which
matched the original walls that we had to
retain. David Wilson from Perth was our dry
stone dyker and a real artisan. He also helped
when we looked for large stones to make the
landscape, visiting the quarry with me to select
the very large stones we wanted, some of
which were to be incorporated into his walls.
Help
Many people offered to help us once the
project got going. The local quarry owner
generously provided all the sand, gravel,
concrete and a big lorry to take rubbish away.
Our local builder provided around 12 loads of
soil one weekend with two diggers to move it
where we wanted it.
My brother and I laid the pathway through the
garden and built three seats on top of the walls
with local materials. We created undulating
mounds that resembled a natural hillside. We
placed a large tree root in one area for effect;
plants from RBGE were put between the roots
and the ground top dressed with fine gravel.
As we laid the path I used moss covered stones
from the Angus glens for edging as Don and
Drummond had studied mosses and lichens. I
had gathered as many plants that were
associated with the Forfar Botanists as

possible. Some had been potted into big pots
for better effect. We had assistance with special
plants from RBGE and our great friend Alan
Elliott from that garden provided much
needed help planting most of them. I had built
an outcrop of natural rocks where our lady
committee members and Alan placed the
alpine plants from Glen Doll and the local
areas that Don and Drummond had botanised.
The garden started to take shape as we added
more plants: a few bushes and some heather,
no doubt Don and Drummond had walked
over thousands of these. We also planted Salix
donianum Euphorbia donii, Saxifraga oppositifolia, Salix lanata, Phlox drummondii with
many others associated with the botanists. The
garden has been top-dressed with Melcourt
bark which has proved very worthwhile; a few
weeds do appear but are easily removed and
during the very dry summer the mulch
retained the moisture.
We had some special visitors to open the
garden. James Meikle and his nieces came; he
is a direct descendant of the Drummond
family. We also had a few Scottish Rock
Garden Club council members. Since then we
have met many visitors in the garden. I usually
see them on a Thursday when I carry out
maintenance. Some problems with vandals do
cause concerns and a CCTV has been installed
on the site. However many things have exceeded
our expectations and our garden is a quiet,
tranquil place in the midst of the hustle and
bustle of Forfar. I am sure the Don and
Drummond families would be very happy also.
Ian Christie, Downfield, Westmuir,
Kirriemuir DD8 5LP.
Email: ianchristie@btconnect.com
Ian and his wife Ann run a nursery specialising in
rare alpine and woodland plant including a
collection of around 300 snowdrops and many
meconopsis. The garden and snowdrop collection
are open in February/March, entry by ticket only,
weather permitting. For details contact the address
above or look at their website. Ian was awarded the
Caley’s Neill Medal in 2014. More information
on the Forfar botanists can be found on the website
www.forfarbotanists.org.

Cyananthus lobatus.
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Tiantong Temple at Ningbo. All photos © Alistair Watt.

In the footsteps of Robert Fortune
Alistair Watt
Robert Fortune was one of a distinguished series
of Scottish plant hunters who often endured
difficult and dangerous conditions to bring back
plants we take for granted in our gardens today.
Born in 1812 Fortune served an apprenticeship
in the gardens of Kelloe in Berwickshire. He
worked at the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
for two and a half years then left for London
where he became superintendent of the indoor
plant section of the Horticulture Society’s
garden in Chiswick. He impressed as both a
gardener and botanist, and, aged 31, he was
appointed to go to China to collect plants.
In 2012 my wife and I were able to trace some
of Fortune’s travels in China. Tracing his exact
route has not been easy and I have not found
detailed descriptions of his routes or any maps
published anywhere. The place names he gives
in his four books are his own transliteration of
the Chinese names as he heard them! To find
some of the locations, I read his phonetic place
60

names aloud and then translated them in to my
own basic Pinyin (also with a Scottish accent,
happily!), then pored over Google Earth to find
the modem equivalent.
In China
In July 1843 Fortune arrived in Hong Kong,
the main British base in China ‘to collect seeds
and plants of ornamental or useful kind, not
already cultivated in Britain’ as well as to obtain
information on Chinese gardening and
agriculture. He was provided with a list of items
to find including the peaches of Peking grown
in the emperor’s garden and said to weigh 2lbs
each, tea of different qualities, double yellow
roses and the true mandarin orange. Fortune’s
plant hunting turned out better than his
economic forecast “Viewed as a place of trade,
I fear Hong Kong will be a failure”!
He encountered hostility lingering from the
bitter Opium War led by the British which had
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

ended the previous year. Access had been
demanded by the British to a series of Treaty
Ports along the coast and this had been
reluctantly granted. Travel away from these
ports was forbidden to Europeans, and to be
found away from the coast risked death.
Fortune made his way along the coast to these
accessible coastal cities, which included
Ningpo and Shanghai. He particularly liked
the Chusan Archipelago and made several
visits finding treasures such as Wisteria
sinensis, Buddleja lindleyana and the kumquat,
Fortunella japonica. At the end of 1843,
Fortune was in Shanghai which he described
as not a large city at all, quoting a population
of around 270,000. Here was a different
climate to Canton and there were many
gardens and nurseries to be visited. Early on
he mentions Salisburia adiantifolia (Ginkgo
biloba) and comments “this is one of the plants
which the Chinese are fond of dwarfing”
(Chinese bonsai is penjing). In Shanghai he
was able to track down the sources of
propagation of the fabulous “Moutons” or
peonies coming out of the regions to the west

of the city. He writes “the Moutons arrived,
and proved most valuable kinds, ... Amongst
them were lilacs and purples”.
The first expedition
Early in 1844, he returned to Hong Kong to
dispatch his collections to England by ship. He
had concluded that “the South of China had
been ransacked by former botanists” and he
would concentrate further north. He made a
brief visit to Canton where he managed to track
down the Buddha’s Hand Citron at the then
celebrated “Fati” Gardens. There are only highrises there to look at today! However, in the city
centre, at the back of the Chen family temple
dated to 1890, there is a small and pretty garden
which is an oasis in the noise and bustle of the
huge metropolis. This has the usual components
including michelia, camellia and citrus species
but it was nice to find a large flowering Firmiana
simplex. There was also a striking arrangement of
a bamboo, probably Bambusa vulgaris ‘Wamin’,
which appeared to have been “corseted” by
successive tightly bound wires to give a very
curious, lobed appearance.

Map of Fortune’s first and second journeys drawn by Rob Kirkham reproduced by kind permission of
the International Dendrology Society.
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The canal at Wuzhen.

Mountain scenery with conifers
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By spring, 1844, Fortune was back in Ningpo,
his base. He was able to travel 25 miles east to
the Zen Buddhist TeinTung temple which still
stands today as a religious institution in a seminatural forested environment. It was new
botanical territory. He found seeds of the
beautiful Japanese cedar Cryptomeria japonica.
His destination was Suzhou some 90 km to the
west. The low-lying area, not more than 6 to 8
metres above sea level, to the west of the Yangtze
mouth is criss-crossed by canals, and Fortune
selected to make his risky journey by boat. The
huge canal system connected the coast to the
Grand Canal which continued all the way to
Peking (Beijing). It was at this stage that Robert
Fortune really took on the persona of the
intrepid explore. His head was shaved and a
wig, complete with Chinese queue (pigtail) was
worn. He donned local Chinese attire.

the Qing period around 1810. We thought it was
a wonderful little garden of only 0.5 ha. with a
large range of plant species used in a traditional
situation. Trees here included Magnolia
denudata (yulan), Pterocarya stenoptera, Prunus
mume, Pinus bungeana, Pinus tabuliformis,
Juniperus chinensis, Sophora japonica. There is
also an ancient Thuja orientalis reputed to have
been planted by the original owner over 800
years ago. After some days in Suzhou, Fortune
came away disappointed, as there were fewer
nurseries than he had expected, but he did find
some new plants, including the white wisteria
and a new double yellow rose. More
importantly he had proved that he could travel
inland disguised as a Chinaman. He made a
quick visit to the Philippine Islands in January
1845, where he collected tropical orchids ! In
April, he travelled by sea to Zhapuzhen and
from there he continued by canal barge inland
and into Shanghai from the south. This journey
allowed him to see the use of the white mulberry
in silk production for which the area was famed.
Having finished picking up plants he had
previously ‘ordered’ from nurserymen who
were now his friends, Fortune returned south.
Here he began to take a critical interest in tea
growing and processing. He realised that the
same species “Camellia viridis” (now C.
sinensis) is used for making both green and
black teas, the difference being in the drying and
processing of the leaves. He also reported on the
use of other species such as Osmanthus fragrans,
Jasminum sambac and Gardenia angusta to make
scented teas. After leaving Fuzhou and heading
back to Shanghai, his ship, a native junk, was
attacked by pirates, an event from which he was
lucky to have escaped intact. He finally sailed
homeward on 22 December, 1845.

These days, a motorway makes short work of
the journey to Suzhou. It was an enormous
accomplishment to even reach Suzhou without
being exposed as an illegal foreigner. Suzhou is
recognized as one of the great garden cities of
China, and many of the old private gardens are
open to visit. We visited the “Master of the
Nets” garden originally constructed for a
Mandarin in the Song Dynasty in 1141, and
restored and redesigned into its present form in

Second expedition
On 14 August, 1848, Fortune was back in
Hong Kong, much more self-confident than in
1843. This time he was under contract to the
East India Company to investigate tea
production and to collect tea plants and seeds
to introduce into the company’s plantations in
India. He reports on the introduction to
Shanghai of the American species Magnolia
grandiflora. Nowadays these are extensively

A dramatic walkway on a cliff in Huangshan.
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planted as street and park trees. The magnolia
has become so widely known in China that it
has been adopted as a symbol of Shanghai,
and was considered by our guide to be a native
plant! The conifer enthusiast in me loved to
see Podocarpus macrophyllus var. maki used to
bring greenery to the famous Nanjing Road
shopping strip. After 150 years we found that
there was not much left of Shanghai from the
mid-nineteenth century. The one treasure that
does exist right in the Old City from his time
is the magnificent YuYuan gardens. Started
originally in 1559, it is entered over a canal
through the picturesque timber Huxinting
teahouse dating from around 1790 via a zigzag
bridge designed to deter evil spirits. The
garden is a traditional Ming design with
compartmentalised rock and water features
with complimentary timber buildings. The
interesting trees here included Pinus bungeana,
Pterocarya stenoptera and a Pseudocydonia
sinensis with a very dramatic mottled bark. The
magnificent 400 year old ginkgo may well have
been seen by Fortune himself . Plants used in
beds included peonies, a gloriously doubleflowered lilac which might have been one of
Fortune’s and Musa basjoo, a species banana.
Fortune determined to travel inland to Anhui
Province to collect tea production material
from the Hwuy-chow (Huizhow) district,
famous for its green teas. In October, 1848, he
slipped into his Chinese persona and headed
into the canal systems. He had two servants
who were aware of his disguise, but he
maintained his anonymity with his boatmen.
In 2012 we departed Suzhou for Hangzhou by
bus passing through Fortune’s rural silk area.
We saw what he saw, villages (albeit with
apartment blocks) with close attachment to
their adjoining lake, pond or canal. We saw
rickety ancient footbridges over those canals,
ploughing done by water buffalo. On the
slightly higher land we saw mulberry trees
(Morus alba) pruned for their leaves to feed
the silk worms. Fortune would have joined the
Grand Canal probably in the neighbourhood
of Wuzhen. This latter is an old canal town
which these days has been well restored. We
visited it one wet day in May, 2012, and if it
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were not for the masses of weekend tourists
from Shanghai, it would have definitely evoked
the atmosphere of a nineteenth century village.
Here we saw a couple of unusual “horticultural
related” activities. These were the making of a
rather fiery liquor brewed from rice in an
archaic pot still and the “batik” pattern dyeing
of cotton material with a deep indigo colour.
This would seem to be using the natural Teinching (Isatis tinctoria )as reported by Fortune.
Fortune reached Hangzhou in October, 1848.
Our own dreich day in Hangzhou was as brief
as Fortune’s. With constant rain, the weeping
Salix babylonica around West Lake echoed the
mood well. We did, however, get to visit the
famous Dragon Well Tea plantation in a valley
just upstream from the city. This area produces
a very high quality green tea which we saw
being made by hand. The plantations up on the
hillside were evocative of a previous century.
Hangzhou was a most famous locality in old
China. Today it is known for its garden city
environment with the Xi Hu, (West Lake)
attracting many visitors. Fortune’s boat was
now a standard passenger craft and he had to
accept other company. He was initially too
embarrassed to use chopsticks to eat in public.
Some 90 miles up the Qiantang River he
arrived at the town of Yenchow now under the
waters of a reservoir. Not far above Yenchow the
main river divides. He reported finding many
plants that he had never seen in the wild before,
including Edgeworthia chrysantha, Spiraea spp.,
Forsythia, Chimonanthus and Cupressus funebris.
This stretch of the river is now submerged by
Qingdao Hu (lake). Upstream the river emerges
out of the gorge and into a flat bottomed valley
along which the expressway from Hangzhou
runs. Here he found a great new discovery,
Mahonia bealei, in an old garden.
The riverbank port of Tunxi was reached in
November. Thanks to a new motorway and
tunnels through the mountains, Tunxi can now
be reached from Hangzhou by a very good road
in less than half a day! The scenery however is
still the same. Along with the tree species,
ancient funeral tombs with accompanying
juniper trees, small tea plantations and pagodas
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

A tea plantation.

Aesculus chinensis at Badachu.

Trachycarpus fortunei growing on the Chinese hillside in the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh.
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are still there. Species seen included
Cunninghamia lanceolata, Pinus massoniana,
Aleurites fordii and the lovely palm, Trachycarpus
fortunei. The town has a beautifully restored
“Old Street” which would be what Fortune
would have strode along 160 years ago. We left
the town in a north-westerly direction, as he did,
but his destination was the Sung-Io Mountain
reputed to produce the best green teas. From his
base at the home of one of his servants, he could
have seen the massive granite tors of the Huang
Shan rearing up to 2,000 m. If he could only
have gone that small distance further, he could
have been in to these, even now, pristine forests
protected by the sheer precipices of the
mountains. Plant species we saw included the
mountain’s own Pinus hwangshanensis, as well as
other conifers. We managed to find the five local
species of rhododendron flowering, including
the indigenous R. anwheiense, as well as R.
fortunei and R. bachii. Enkianthus chinensis and
Cornus officinalis were flowering. Ground covers
included the orchid Pleione bulbocodioides and an
arisaema. We did “climb” to the summit, not by
the 8,000 plus steps, but by the Austrian-made
modem chairlift! After some days reconnoitring
and collecting tea seeds, Fortune began his
return to Hangzhou; with a downstream run, it
took him six days. It took us three hours!
His greatest journey
The following year Fortune was to make
perhaps his greatest collecting journey. This
time he proceeded up the main south-west
branch of the Qiantang River to Changshan
crossing the watershed into the Yushan valley.
He then crossed over the Bohea Hills and the
Wooeeshan (Wuyishan) to the upper Min
river and returned overland via Pucheng but
that is another story to be told later.

elegant species in many temples and gardens,
including the Forbidden City. However, the
most interesting place that Fortune visited was
during his single plant collecting excursion
from the city to Badachu Temple (his Patatshoo) in the nearby Fragrant Hills. This
restored site not far to the west of Beijing
proved to be a wonderful place for us to make
a visit as it possesses many ancient buildings
and tree specimens which would have been in
existence in 1861 such as an 800 year old
ginkgo and a 300 year old Aesculus chinensis. It
was here that he collected seeds of Quercus
variabilis and Zizyphus jujuba, the Chinese
date. Like Fortune, we saw many fine tree
specimens in the environs of Beijing. Unlike
him, we did get to the Great Wall at Juyong
Guan where we were struck by the mass
flowering of Sophora japonica. At Beijing,
Robert Fortune’s explorations of China at last
came to an end. As did ours for the time being!
Footnote
It has become fashionable, thanks to a rather
slim biography and a most extravagant novel, to
label Robert Fortune as a humourless Scot, a
spy and a (tea) thief. There is humour in his
books! He was paid to travel and collect plants
and there is not a hint of spying for the British
Government. Finally he was definitely not a
thief. Only in the last 20 years biological material
such as plants has been adopted as a property
right by nation states. Fortune meticulously did
business and paid for what he sought. When he
found Mahonia bealei in an abandoned garden
he went out of his way to find the owner rather
than just jump over the wall and steal cuttings.
He was no more a thief than the Chinese who
now grow Magnolia grandifolia or peanuts!
Alistair Watt, Lavers Hill. Australia.

Fortune did not get to Beijing until his final
visit to China in 1861. He had already spent
many months in Japan hunting for new
ornamental species. He describes riding out
past the Forbidden City and the Great Lama
Temple, both of which are still to be seen.
Amongst the tree species he describes is a
large Pinus bungeana from which he managed
to collect seeds. We came across this most
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Alistair is a Scot, born in Shotts, who has lived in
Australia for many years. At Lavers Hill in the
humid Otway Ranges to the south-west of
Melbourne, he and wife Julie have created a large
garden which contains many new introductions
collected on botanical expeditions to Chile, China,
Fiji and New Caledonia. Alistair has just
completed “Robert Fortune, A Plant Hunter in the
Orient”. This is the first ever full biography of the
collector and will be published in 2015.
The Caledonian Gardener 2015

All photos © Ann Sturgeon/Penicuik HS.

Young crafters and gardeners in Penicuik
Ann Sturgeon
Penicuik HS - the Horty -runs both a spring
and an autumn show. We have always included
classes for children. However, we noticed
children who had competed were now grown
up and past the stage of entering the children’s
classes while the next generation i.e. the
grandchildren had not arrived yet. With fewer
children competing where did we go from
here? We decided to expand the classes for
groups. For many years local Girl Guide
patrols had taken part in a class reserved for
them. Brownies, then later Rainbows and
Beavers, were asking to take part, so they too
were included in our schedule. One member
still attached to the guiding movement had
contacts so this helped tremendously.
Our spring show schedule now has seven
classes for groups of young people. We have
craft as well as plant classes as they are less
weather dependent and encourage more
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

entries. In the 2013 show, we asked the Guide
patrols to depict a picnic in craft and baking.
Each patrol is allowed a 2x2 foot section of table.
In 2014 the theme was the Commonwealth
Games. The Brownie sixes are given a theme to
be displayed in a shoebox. In 2013 it was a
seaside scene, in 2014 a party. The younger
Beavers and Rainbows have roughly 18 in their
groups so we ask them to take a space 18x18
inches. In 2013 each group produced a panda
picnic; there were more pandas in Penicuik than
in Edinburgh zoo. In 2014 their theme was a
country scene with a rainbow.
Schools
The primary schools are a well-established
section at the spring show. With the schools’
help we sell a package to the children, which
contains a pot, kindly donated by Pentland
Plants, bulbs, compost and instructions. The
children take this package home to grow on.
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As we are a small society, we were very grateful
to Scottish Gardeners’ Forum for a grant,
which we used to encourage our classes for
school bulbs. Each year we order 2,000 bulbs
which five primary schools and four nurseries
put to good use. The primary school children
bring up to ten pots of bulbs to the show in
March as their school’s entry. The nursery
groups grow theirs within the classroom and
show as a group. As higher temperatures
inside the school make it difficult to keep bulbs
from flowering early, we ask for a photo to be
taken when the flowers are in bloom and we
accept this as an entry. Feedback from one
nursery was that when Her Majesty’s
inspectors arrived there was a terrific display
of bulbs. The inspectors were pleased that the
children were being encouraged to take part in
community events so this gave the school
another plus in their report. One woman from
our society organises the nursery project.

from a washing up bottle or a cotton wool
rabbit. It is lovely to welcome the boys and
girls and ask how they made their precious
crafts. Carefully they bring in their plants,
paintings, vegetable people, Lego tractors and
floating flowers to Ladywood Leisure Centre
where we have the show these days. Castles
from junk was one of the challenges we gave to
the older children but we forgot to restrict the
size. One large castle after another came in and
we nearly had to display them on the floor.

The schools and groups classes are restricted
to Penicuik children. We have four open classes
for individual entries arranged by age catering
for ages 3–12. The topics are mini-gardens or
garden related crafts such as making a gnome

Shows
At the show, a member helps the children
plant seeds to grow at home and it is in this
corner that we are able to chat to parents and
collect new names for our list. That way we get
permission to contact the children. Letters
designed for children with the classes that they
can enter into are popped through their
letterboxes. We have between 40–60 names on
the list and the children think it is wonderful to
receive their own letter. The letter is folded but
not sealed so that adults can have a quiet look
and know that the children are safe. One
young woman came in with entries saying that
the Horty had demanded that she took part.

Taking pride in her achievement.

A Christmas theme.
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Artwork on display.

The Penicuik pandas.
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The Penicuik Horticultural Society stand at Gardening Scotland 2014. © C. Davies.

Penicuik had both adult and children’s entries in the planter competition.
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The society also created a pallet garden. Penicuik Flower Club’s gold medal entry in floral art.
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Not quite what had been said! Timing of these
letters is very important for parents’ sanity. We
have found that three weeks before the show
works well. One child not known to be crafty
spent every day for three weeks with water,
dish and flowers designing her floating display.
We have no classes for youngsters over 12
years old, as by secondary school, it was not
‘cool’ to be seen to be competing. This is
changing as some teenagers enjoying showing
and taking on the adults in the open classes.
Spring is the main time for children but we do
have some children’s classes at our autumn
show. More parents are now coming forward
to compete as they see how much we enjoy

helping their children. Our objective is to give
the children a place to exhibit, enjoy their
crafts and gardening as well as a setting where
we can make links for the future.
Ann Sturgeon, 36, Strathesk Road, Penicuik.
Ann’s interest in crafts goes back to a long
childhood illness which meant two years at home
where her mother whiled away the hours teaching
her craft. After moving to Penicuik she became well
enough to go to school and join the Girl Guides. She
eventually became a Brownie tawny owl then
assistant Guide leader. Guiding is still part of her
life as a Trefoil member. Penicuik HS is one of
relatively few societies who still run both a spring
and autumn flower show.They also mount displays
at Gardening Scotland. For more information see
their website penicuikhorticultural.btck.co.uk.

Broughton Primary school pupils with project staff at a trial bed at their school. Photos © R. Whittle.
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Volunteers in one of the two tunnels.

The Whitmuir Biochar Project
Isabelle Clements
The Whitmuir Biochar Project is a
community based research project at
Whitmuir Organic Farm in the Scottish
Borders.
Funded
by
the
Scottish
Government’s Climate Challenge Fund, the
project is designed to research whether or not
biochar can help improve crop productivity in
a temperate climate and to see if it has a role
to play in local carbon reduction initiatives.
What is biochar?
Biochar is a charcoal made from organic
waste for horticultural and agricultural use.
The organic waste is ‘carbonised’ by heating
to high temperatures in the absence of air.
Biochar nourishes soils, retains water and
provides a habitat for beneficial fungi and
bacteria. It has been used as a soil improver
for centuries in tropical climates, most
famously in the terra preta soils of the
Amazon Basin. However, its use in temperate
climates is relatively recent. Biochar also locks
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

carbon into the soil, possibly for hundreds of
years, offering a potential solution in the
battle against climate change.
What does the Whitmuir Biochar
Project do?
Since the project began in July 2012, we have
established a small scale biochar production
unit at Whitmuir Organic Farm, Lamancha.
Woody waste is delivered to the farm or
collected from local households, community
woodlands and local tree surgeons. We then
turn the woody waste into biochar using
purpose built kilns.
We have also developed a biochar growing
trial to see if biochar can improve crop
productivity. The growing trial is based at
Whitmuir Farm in two purpose built
horticultural growing tunnels (polytunnels)
containing 58 pairs of raised beds. The trial
uses a citizen science approach, working with
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members of the community rather than
scientists. Twenty eight families from the local
community are involved, including novice and
experienced growers. Each grower has been
given a pair of raised beds in the polytunnels:
one control plot and one enriched with
biochar. Growers grow the same crops in each
bed in order to compare results. Seed varieties
were harmonised in order to eliminate
discrepancies based on seed variety. Growers
weigh and record their crops every time they
harvest, and the weights are then entered into
a central spreadsheet to collate data and
identify variations in yields between the
biochar and control beds.
The project offers a wide variety of free
activities to enhance peoples’ growing skills
and confidence, including mentoring by
experienced growers and a series of
workshops covering a range of issues,
including: growing and composting; pests
and diseases; cookery, jam and preserve
making. We were grateful to George
Anderson for facilitating two of our growing
workshops. They attracted many members of
the local community.

Partnerships
Several local schools are involved in the
project, including Broughton, Newlands
Primary Schools and also Craigour in
Edinburgh. Through the project, the schoolchildren learn to grow their own vegetables, to
run their own biochar growing trials and to
cook with the vegetables they have grown.
We also work in partnership with Edinburgh
University’s UK Biochar Research Centre, the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh and the
Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society.
UKBRC offers expertise in biochar and has
been involved in our events designed to
educate the local community about biochar.
Parallel but smaller biochar growing trials
have been running at the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh and at the Royal
Caledonian Horticultural Society’s plots at
Bridgend
Allotments,
Edinburgh.
Unfortunately the trial at the Royal Botanic
Garden Edinburgh was inconclusive as one of
the plots was sheltered by a tall hedge.
However, the Royal Caledonian Horticultural
Society’s trial at Bridgend in 2013 and 2014
has consistently shown positive results for
crops grown with added biochar.

Raised beds in a tunnel.
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Schoolchildren at Whitmuir.

Results of the biochar growing trial
at Whitmuir Farm
The trial has run over two growing seasons:
2013 and 2014. A wide variety of crops have
been grown in the trial polytunnels,
including: lettuce, spinach, beetroot,
courgettes, sweetcorn, beans, broccoli,
garlic, onions, potatoes, cucumbers, squash
and herbs. Yields in the polytunnels have
been substantial, with 700–800 kg of crops
grown each year.
Table 1 shows that the total harvest from the
biochar beds in both years exceeded the
control plot harvest by 6–7%. This is a
positive result, implying that the application

of biochar can increase crop yields by 6–7%.
However, the results mask significant
discrepancies: harvest results varied widely
between different types of vegetables and
there were even variations between the same
crops in different beds e.g., carrots might
respond poorly to biochar in one pair of beds
(control and biochar), but respond well to
biochar in the next pair of beds. These
discrepancies, taken in conjunction with the
limitations of using a citizen science
approach to produce rigorous scientific
results, means that the results of the crop
trials are indicative rather than conclusive. A
summary of the impact of biochar on different
crops is presented in Table 2.

TABLE 1. Summary of the crop trial results at Whitmuir Farm in 2013 and 2014:
Year
Total harvest (kg)
Biochar harvest (kg) Control harvest (kg)
Difference (kg)
2013
762
394
368
26
2014
790
407
383
24

Difference %
+7
+6

TABLE 2. Effect of biochar on different crop varieties at Whitmuir Organic Farm: 2013 results
Positive Impact of Biochar
Negative Impact of Biochar
Radishes
+97%
Potatoes
-7%
Beetroot
+79%
Broad beans
-32%
Courgette
+19%
French beans
-11%
Cabbages
+12%
Broccoli
-5%
Onions
+6%
Carrots
-2%
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TABLE 3. Effect of biochar on different crop varieties at the RCHS Bridgend Allotment:
2013 Results
Crop type
Biochar harvest (kg) Control harvest (kg) Difference (kg)
Red onion
0.45
0.2
0.25
White onion
1.52
0.55
0.97
Potato
10.77
10.42
0.35
Cabbage
8.18
2.95
5.23

Difference %
+125
+176
+3
+177

2014 Results
Crop type
Potatoes - Pink Fir Apple
Sante
Cabbage

Difference %
+14
+28
+25

Biochar harvest (kg)
1.93
8.6
11.39

Conclusions
The results presented here are based on a
preliminary appraisal of crop weights
preparatory to the production of a final report
to our funders in March 2015. Judging the
success or otherwise of adding biochar to soil
by total crop weights alone can be misleading;
identical plantings of crops in what are
seemingly identical pairs of control/biochar
beds can produce results that vary widely. We
have examples where adding biochar appears
to have enhanced crop growth, and others
where it appears to have retarded growth. The
final project report will address the various
factors that can influence our results, such as
soil type and fertility, irrigation, humus
content, types of biochar and whether or not

Control harvest (kg)
1.7
6.7
9.14

Difference (kg)
0.23
0.41
2.25

the char has been inoculated beforehand with
beneficial microbes and/or natural fertilisers.
Isabelle Clements, The Whitmuir Biochar
Project, c/o 2 Halmyre Loan, Romanno
Bridge, Peebleshire EH46 7DN.
Isabelle Clements is the Project Manager of the
Whitmuir Biochar Project, based at Whitmuir
Organic Farm at Lamancha in the Scottish
Borders. The project, funded by the Scottish
Government’s Climate Challenge Fund, aims to
be a neutral voice in the research and debate about
the use of biochar in horticulture. It is essentially
a citizen-science project designed to see if biochar
can improve crop productivity in a temperate
climate, a project whose results will also contribute
to worldwide research on carbon reduction.

Crops in growth.
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A golden era?
Leslie Bissett
Does memory lend exaggerated enchantment or
was there really a golden age between the late
1940s and the early 1970s when horticulture, in
all its guises, and its practitioners had a status, a
prestige that neither now enjoys? Think, if you
will, of superintendents of parks, curators of
botanic gardens, researchers and lecturers,
landscape architects, nurserymen and experts in
the creation and maintenance of first class sports
facilities, all of whom were held in the highest
regard for their contributions to civic amenities
and commerce. And that regard was as immense
as the power that some wielded; as Willie Duncan
has said, “They were given their place”. For
many their expertise, confidence and enlightened
creativity were grounded in the three years of
intensive practical and theoretical training at the
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. This was a
generalist education, backed by practice,
producing rounded individuals capable of
tackling the amenity and production deficiencies,
many resulting from neglect during World War II.
Indeed many of the best had served in that very
conflict and arrived in Edinburgh with a great
deal of life experience and maturity.
Of parks, think of Arthur Oldham in Glasgow,
the innovative Stan Pitman in Birmingham; of
botanic gardens, Alf Evans in Edinburgh with
his encyclopaedic knowledge of alpines and their
cultivation and the pioneering Ken Hulme in the
Ness Botanic Garden, University of Liverpool;
of advisers such as Marshall Morrison and Ben
Barrett; of education where Bill Hean at Threave
set so many young gardeners on successful
careers; of landscape, particularly, Bill Cairns
and Brian Clouston who headed up two of the
largest landscape practices in the world and
Geoff Brookes who transformed the environs of
the King’s Buildings from a windswept,
unwelcoming building site to an oasis. These are
a few of the stars in a constellation which
influenced what we ate; created and oversaw the
maintenance of the green spaces of our cities,
2015 The Caledonian Gardener

Ben Barrett judging children’s spring bulbs with
Dutch bulb grower Mrs.Valkering at
Meadowbank. © RCHS.

towns and countryside, and the grounds on
which sports were played. Furthermore, they
sustained Scotland’s international reputation for
horticultural training.
The foregoing is a quick, random selection and
doubtless there are others who deservedly could
and should be added. Outstanding amongst
those returning servicemen was Ben Barrett,
who died on 8th April 2014 at the age of 92. He
arrived in Edinburgh as student, with his wife
Laura, after active war service in the R.A.F. Prewar he had trained at Sir James Horlick’s estate,
Little Paddock, Ascot, and the renowned
Bodnant Gardens, in north Wales. After
completion of the course at the Royal Botanic
Garden, he was invited to join the East of
Scotland College as an adviser where he
flourished. One of his main advisory duties was
liaising with the leading growers in the area on
crop production problems, especially plant
nutrition. His association with Robert Scarlett of
Sweethope, East Lothian, and a leading exponent
of the intensive production of vegetables was
particularly noteworthy and resulted in an
absorbing lecture on Scarlett to the Caley.
Ben quickly recognised the commercial and
cultural advantages of soil-less composts and
some their drawbacks. For example, that the
great advantages of lightness of handling and
high porosity were offset by poor nutrient
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Shows and displays in Edinburgh’s Waverley Market and other venues from the 1940s to the late 1980s.
© Ron Tulloch/RCHS.
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retention and cation exchange. Early on, he
suggested that the addition of clay granules
would remedy this deficiency and some thirtysomething years later such compost was
introduced, but made largely redundant by the
advent of coated slow-release fertilisers. For his
thesis ‘Studies in Growth Media for Containergrown Plants’, he was awarded an MSc.
(Edinburgh). His horticultural expertise,
however, extended into a wide range of
ornamental plants, including alpines, of which
he was particularly fond, and a variety of fruits.

Agricultural Colleges. He also contributed on a
variety of subjects to The Scotsman and was a
sought-after reviewer of books. Not bad for a
lad who started his working life as an
apprentice gardener. His association with the
Caley was long and productive, being a
member of the Council for many years, a
regular contributor to Caley lectures, sometime
Editor of the journal and, ultimately, President.
He was awarded a well-deserved Scottish
Horticultural Medal for his outstanding
services to Scottish horticulture in 1980.

Blessed with a pleasing personality, pleasant
voice and a deep knowledge of his subject, he
became a very popular speaker and lecturer. In
1946 he began a long and mutually beneficial
association with Radio Scotland during which
time he presented, with skill and erudition, the
weekly The Scottish Gardener. His communications expertise was put to further good use
when he was appointed Head of Publications
and Visual Aids for the East of Scotland
College of Agriculture and, in addition,
Information Officer for the Council of Scottish

Whether or not he was one of a golden era for
horticulture, if indeed such an era existed, his
record of outstanding, enlightened service to
the profession is unquestionable.
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Leslie Bissett, 5 Brandywell
Abernethy, Perthshire PH2 9GY.

Road,

Les trained at Dunecht Estate, Aberdeenshire and
John Waterer, Sons and Crisp, Bagshot, Surrey.
He was Assistant Curator, Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh 1962–1980 and Curator,
University Botanic Garden, Dundee 1980–1998.
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Highlights of 2014
The editors
The 2013–14 winter was relatively mild.
Spring was more helpful to growers than in
2013. Summer was again hot and dry though
there was a cold spell in August, which
affected some shows. Later autumn was
benign though things turned wet but mild
from the west as winter came in.
Eighty-four exhibitors staged 824 entries to the
Caley spring show in late March, a record total.
There were also 26 schools each entering six
pots of small daffodils. The cut bloom daffodils
were the most striking part of the show. The
show is one of the series that count towards the
Jim Davidson trophy, this year won by Don
Elder. The 2014 charity knitters made
colourful blankets for a school in Liberia.
Caley volunteers again played a major part in
Gardening Scotland. The weather was helpful
for the 2014 show. The show gardens were the
best for some years. Of the 12 gardens, three
were awarded gold medals with the winner the
Perennial Garden by Amber Crowley in
association with the Perennial charity; this also
took best new garden. The people’s choice
show garden was The Lost Gardeners of the
Great War by Ivy Maud Design and the West
of Scotland dry stone walling association
supported by PoppyScotland and the Erskine
Hospital. The Scottish Gardeners’ Forum
pallet competition moved to a different part of
the showground. North Berwick won the
groups with a Commonwealth Games theme
while Croftcroighn Primary was the best
school and most popular with the public. The
Caley allotment group achieved a gold with
their Japanese vegetable pallet. In the floral
hall, the joint display by the communities of
Beautiful Fife and South West in Bloom
celebrating 50 years of Britain in Bloom was
best floral exhibit and the people’s choice. It
had previously been awarded best exhibit in
the floral pavilion at Chelsea.
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The best new floral exhibit was Westbank
Enterprises’ display on the 2014 Ryder Cup,
which was played at Gleneagles later in the
summer. Kevock again took the Alf Evans
award for best commercial alpine exhibit.
Five premier gold and 20 gold medals were
awarded in the floral hall. The Meconopsis
Group was judged the best specialist society.
The best floral art exhibit was by Helensburgh
Flower Club. The BISCOT award for
botanical art went to Ann Hughes. The best
new plant, which is sponsored by the Caley,
was Dibleys’ streptocarpus ‘Bella’.
Caley members again enjoyed several garden
visits including a day in Perthshire visiting
Cluny and Bolfracks and a day in East Lothian
at North Berwick and the Scottish
Ornithologists’ Club garden at Aberlady. On
the study tour, 26 members visited ten gardens
in Somerset and west Wiltshire.
In the Beautiful Scotland campaign, the rose
bowl for the highest mark went to Coupar
Angus. The category winners were: business
improvement district Aberdeen; coastal town
North Berwick; coastal village Aberdour; wee
village
Kilconquhar;
small
village
Newcastleton; large village Coupar Angus;
small town Bothwell; medium town Cupar;
large town Stirling; urban community
Uddingston; flatted community Restalrig &
Lochend, Edinburgh; small city Kirkcaldy; city
Dundee. In Britain in Bloom, Aberdeen,
Glenrothes, Perth and Pitlochry achieved gold
medals while St. Andrews and Linlithgow took
silver-gilts. Edinburgh achieved gold in
Entente Florale.

Photos © the editors except where stated.
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The Caley spring show again attracted many visitors to the Fletcher Hall at RBGE in late March.

Using the John Hope Gateway at the other side of the garden allows more space for school bulbs,
artwork and other children’s activities.
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Some of the massed daffodil blooms that create such an impact against the back wall.

Award winning blooms.
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The best div. 4 daffodil ‘Kiwi Sunset’ and the vase of div. 2 ‘Terminator’ that won the Secretary’s Trophy
and Edinburgh Challenge.
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Best bloom in show ‘Terminator’.

An attractive group including the best div.11 bloom.

A striking trio of div. 11 daffodils.

Three ‘Loch Alsh’, top vase at Keith.

Keith Show. © Morag Martin.
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Exhibitors at Banff, the last show in the spring bulb circuit for the Davidson Trophy. © Rosie Wattie.

Dundee daffodil show.
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The Caley stand provided information to visitors as they entered the floral hall at Gardening Scotland.

The Kinghorn boat is prominent in the Fifty Years of Bloom display which successfully moved from Chelsea to Ingliston.
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Bayleaf among the vegetables; this display won the people’s choice as well as best exhibit in the floral hall.
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Bayleaf en route to the show.

Carter-Patterson medallist Cameron Tasker
planting the Caley stand.

In 2014 the best new plant, sponsored by the Caley, was Dibley’s Streptocarpus ‘Bella’.
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Dill the Dog.

Natural planting is now a feature of many stands.

The SE Scotland Fuchsia Society stand.

Herbs and produce on the National Vegetable
Society display.
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Westfield Enterprises from Perth used a Ryder Cup theme.

This was the last time Fir Trees Pelargoniums showed their impressive plants as the nursery has now closed.
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North Berwick fitted all 17 Commonwealth
Games sports into their pallet.

The Caley allotment group’s informative pallet
based on a Japanese bento box.

Croftcroighn School’s shoes were popular with the
judges and the public.

The outdoor show gardens were particularly good
in 2014.
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Giant arum lilies featured in the show garden which won best in show for the charity Perennial.

A bird’s eye view of the Freedom from Fistula garden. © Carolyn Grohmann.
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The Lost Gardeners of the First World War created great public interest.

Beechgrove presenter Carole Baxter in the NSPCC Garden of Childhood Adventure.
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The society again organised a series of garden visits. North Berwick followed on from one of the winter
lectures. © Rosie Oberlander.

Spring colour at Bolfracks in Perthshire

A drift of erythroniums at Cluny. © P. Whittle.
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The study tour went to Somerset and West Wiltshire starting at Bath. Tour photos © Sally Heron.

Midney lily pool
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Cannington Walled Garden.

East Lambrook Manor.

Lytes Cary Manor.
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The potager at Barrrington Court.

The Harold Peto Garden at Iford Manor.
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The National Monarda Collection at Cannington.

Wells Cathedral.
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The Courts.
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Great Chalfield Manor.

East Burford seaside garden.
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Honorary President George Anderson with the 2014 Beautiful Scotland winners at Dundee Flower and
Food Festival in September. © Keep Scotland Beautiful.

The Dundee show included the World Gladioli
Championships.
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Part of the Scottish regional British Cactus &
Succulent Show in Glasgow’s Kibble Palace.
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A vegetable welcome at Dundee. (Right); Tom Mabbott speaking at the Scottish Gardeners’ Forum AGM
where he was made an honorary vice-president. © Shiona Mackie

Fife show hosted the 2014 Scottish Vegetable Championships.
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An apple day was again mounted in the RBGE Gateway.

Colour from cut flowers at Dundee.
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Flower shows are not just about prize winners and their plants. Behind the scenes volunteers keep the
shows going like the kitchen team at Dalkeith HS.

One of the latest ‘Scottish’ flower shows is held in October at Ponteland, Northumberland, when
Scottish Rock Garden Club members join with the Alpine Garden Society to display gentians, autumn
bulbs and other dwarf plants.
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Botanic Lights: Night in the Garden was a sell-out at RBGE throughout November. © Lloyd Smith.

The palm house.
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The pond.

Edinburgh Castle, also floodlit, links to the garden.
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Caley Awards 2014
Scottish Horticultural Medal
Maurice Wilkins began his career in the
Woodland Garden in Bushy Park. Following
his marriage to a Scots girl, he relocated to the
gardens at Holyrood Palace in Edinburgh. In
1973 he became Head Gardener at Ross
Priory, beside Loch Lomond. In 1992 he
became Head Gardener and Property
Manager for the National Trust for Scotland at
Arduaine Garden, where he continues to
develop the garden and its plant collection.
Between 2002 and 2004 he also looked after
the NTS Crarae Garden. Maurice has
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organised and participated in two seed
collecting trips to Nepal and a plant study tour
to Chile. He is a Vice-President of the
Professional Gardeners’ Guild and was its first
Vice-Chairman in Scotland, instrumental in
developing the organisation and growing its
membership north of the border, and headingup the PGG show garden exhibit at the
Glasgow Garden Festival in 1988. A skilled
photographer, he also lectures and often leads
garden tours.
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Jim Jermyn trained at Oaklands College, St
Albans. He spent a year at Ingwersen’s Alpine
Plant Nursery in East Grinstead and was
hooked. After his studies he spent time in
Munich Botanic Garden and its associated
alpine garden in Schachen Alpengarten. He
moved to Scotland to Inshriach Nursery then
set off to Italy to set up the Alpine Garden
near Lake Garda. Scotland called him back
and he took over Edrom Nurseries by
Coldingham where he cultivated many rare
alpine plants. He remained at Edrom for 20
years and successfully exhibited across the
UK, including Chelsea. His two books on
cultivating European and Himalayan alpines
have become standard reference works. He has
led many botanical tours and is now a
horticultural consultant and frequent lecturer.
Promoting horticulture in Scotland has
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dominated his working life as Show Manager
for Gardening Scotland and Ayr Flower Show.
Peter Howden was born in Dunfermline but
moved to Yorkshire when he was seven. He
completed a degree in botany before working
at the University of Leicester Botanic Garden
and subsequently in commercial plant
husbandry with Pentland Plants. He moved to
Dunfermline District Council in 1987. He has
been involved in several major projects,
notably the £1.4 million Heritage Lottery
Project to restore Pittencrieff Park in
Dunfermline, also helping Aberdour’s Silver
Sands Park gain Green Flag status. Peter
retired from Fife Council in August 2013 as
manager of the development side of the Parks
Department. He believes in working in close
partnership with people and communities to
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ensure that they achieve a high standard of
greenspace to the benefit of all.
Dr Patrick Neill Memorial Medal
As a boy on an Angus farm Ian Christie
learned about plants in his parents’ garden. He
worked in several jobs to get enough money to
set up a nursery. He was inspired by Ascreavie,
the garden of the late Major George and Mrs
Betty Sherriff. This led to expeditions to
Nepal, China and more recently South
America. Ian is a founder member of the
Meconopsis Group. He has developed and
hybridised these poppies and introduced a
perennial form of the red, monocarpic M.
punicea. He has a collection of over 300
snowdrops. Ian is a past president of the
Scottish Rock Garden Club and recipient of
its top award the Golden Jubilee Salver. He
serves on the Joint Rock Committee of
SRGC/AGS/RHS. He has contributed to
many of the alpine displays at Gardening
Scotland and supported local garden projects
most recently the garden commemorating the
five Forfar botanists.
Dr Andrew Duncan Medal
Jean Gavin is the Garden Manager of the
Hidden Gardens in Glasgow. Part of Jean’s
role is to manage a garden team and
volunteers. She is a great supporter of
community involvement and has been involved
in working with people with different abilities.
Jean has been involved with the Caley’s Record
of Individual Achievement in Horticulture
Award presenting seven people with complex
learning needs for certification. As a fieldworker
for Trellis, Jean has provided training days for
practitioners and mental health groups.
The Queen Elizabeth,
the Queen Mother Medal
Samuel & Elizabeth Kennedy. Much of the
work in running the Scottish Begonia Society
has been undertaken by this husband and wife
team, with Sam as president and Betty as
treasurer. Ayr show is one of the premier
events of the Scottish gardening year. The
display mounted by the SBS at Ayr, which
includes the British cut bloom championship,
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is always a centrepiece made possible only by
Sam and Betty’s unselfish efforts. They
represented Scotland at an American Begonia
Society convention and took the lead in
organising an extremely successful return visit
and study tour by the ABS. They also grow
more begonia species and their cultivars than
any other grower in Scotland. They have also
had success in hybridising rex-type begonias.
Certificates of Merit
Jim Colledge started his career in Kelso with
Laing & Mather, local seedsmen, regularly
manning their stand at the Kelso Show. He
eventually managed a shop and garden centre
for the firm. He and his wife Margaret
subsequently ran a very successful florist’s
business in Kelso. He served as a committee
member for the Kelso Horticultural Society
for 35 years. He has been a member of the
Glasgow branch of the British Cactus &
Succulent Society for 20 years. He is a
founding member of the Scottish Borders
branch of the Scottish Rock Garden Club. Jim
and Margaret run a sales table at branch
meetings which has raised many hundreds of
pounds for branch funds.
Alastair Laing. Kildrummy Castle garden is
one of the most spectacular woodland gardens
in north-east Scotland. The garden has been
developed in a quarry used to build the nearby
castle. The high standard has been maintained
largely due to Alastair who has worked here for
almost 40 years. He also spent four years at the
Cruikshank Botanic Garden in Aberdeen. A
team of eight is now only Alastair, a full time
under-gardener and a part-time volunteer. To
keep the rock face clear Alastair is lowered
down the cliff once a year to extract tree
seedlings from the crevices. Alastair may also
be the only head gardener who is also the pipe
major of his local pipe band!
Bruce McLeod has been a self-employed
fencing and forestry contractor for over 30
years. He retired from rugby in 2005 but by
then was already a member of the Blairgowrie
and Rattray Horticultural Society. He began
growing a wide range of plants. He became so
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keen on chrysanthemums that in 2009 he
became an official Chrysanthemum Judge. He
is an active member of Perth Chrysanthemum
& Dahlia Society and takes a key role in
organising their shows. His fascination for
daffodils grew and he now shows with great
success in the Jim Davidson Daffodil
competition. He qualified as a daffodil judge in
2010. Bruce now judges pot plants, chrysanthemums and daffodils far and wide.

Manager and Chairman on several occasions.
He is a highly successful exhibitor at flower
shows. His own garden is immaculate and has
won many prizes in the Aberdeen in Bloom
Garden Competition. Terry’s involvement with
The Slopefield Allotment Association has been
pivotal in the site developing into a community
hub. Terry was awarded The Royal
Horticultural Society’s long service medal in
2011. He is also a Beautiful Scotland judge.

Hazel Main joined the Royal Horticultural
Society of Aberdeen in 1990. She became a
Director in 1991, taking charge of catering and
organising the society’s stand. She then served as
Secretary/Treasurer for many years. Arranging
many garden trips was also in Hazel’s remit
which spread to include editing the newsletter.
In 2008 she was elected Chairperson. After her
three year term as Chair Hazel then found
herself as Trophy Convenor and now is ‘catering
manager’ for the show workers. Hazel has been
appointed a Vice President of the Royal
Horticultural Society of Aberdeen, a lifelong
appointment in recognition of her exceptional
service and contribution.

Pat Veitch put Drumnadrochit on the
horticultural map. Drum won several awards
in the small village category and for tourism in
both Beautiful Scotland in Bloom and Britain
in Bloom between 1997 and 2003. In 2002
Drum achieved a gold award at Tatton Park
Show with a model of Nessie and the local
castle. The village green features one of Pat’s
achievements, a floral miniature version of
nearby Urquhart Castle. The Glenurquhart
War Memorial has been successful in the
Royal British Legion War Memorials and
Gardens competition every year since 1997
and overall winner in four years.

Peter Robertson. Stonefield Castle Gardens
in Argyll were first planted around 1850. This
is a major garden, 60 acres of woodland on the
shores of Loch Fyne with really important
rhododendrons, magnolias and other plants.
Peter started his career in Penicuik with the
council parks dept. Marriage brought a move
first to an estate garden with a cottage in
Midlothian and then the move to Tarbert. Peter
has, almost single handed, kept Stonefield
Castle’s gardens going for the last half century.
Peter is now in his 80s but with help from one
other gardener does the work of a much
younger man. As he says ‘It’s my world up there
and I hope to keep it going for some time yet’.

Kevin Whyte started his career with Angus
District Council. In 1981 he moved to
Kemback House near Cupar, then Usan
Estate, as under-gardener at Brechin Castle, he
then moved on to Dunninald where he was
head gardener and changed the walled garden
from a vegetable garden to an ornamental
fruit, vegetable and flower garden with great
success. In 2003 Kevin moved as head
gardener to Glenbervie House where he is in
charge of a magnificent walled garden,
extensive greenhouses and glorious grounds.
Glenbervie House opens for Scotland’s
Gardens every year and is one of the gardens
that raise the most funds for charity in the
Aberdeen/Kincardine area.

Terry Stott was employed by Aberdeen City
Council for over 40 years, retiring in 2010 as
an Area Officer responsible for open spaces in
a third of the city, and latterly also responsible
for half of the city’s horticulture. He has been
involved with The Royal Horticultural Society
of Aberdeen for 30 years acting as Show

Carter-Patterson
Student Memorial Medal
Cameron Tasker began helping his
grandfather on his allotment. Soon he was
spending his pocket money on plants, seeds
and eventually, a little pop-up greenhouse.
After work experience at the Royal Botanic
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Garden Edinburgh, he successfully applied for
one of four apprenticeships offered that year.
His tutor at the SRUC’s Oatridge campus says
Cameron is probably the hardest working
student he has taught. Cameron is now in
charge of the Garden’s backup section of
temperate plants and helps look after the ferns
and orchids. His passion is for cacti and
succulents. Cameron received the prize for
Best Essay of the Year by an RBGE apprentice
on the topic of hybridising Aloes.

Student Certificate of Merit
Gary Kilbride is a horticulture modern
apprentice with Glasgow City Council
specialising in growing fruit and vegetables at
Pollok Country Park. Gary was chosen to
progress onto the SVQ3 programme and
undertook the Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
Award. He covered the volunteer element by
looking after the Clydesdale horses at Pollok
Park. Gary aims to set up an allotment garden in
Castlemilk and has enlisted the help of the local
councillors, allotment officer and Urban Roots.
Gary has also been awarded a Staff Recognition
Award and was an APSE Horticulture
Apprentice of the Year nominee in 2013.

Retail therapy at Gardening Scotland. © Mid Calder Camera Club.

Royal Caledonian Horticultural Society publications
The Caledonian Gardener is the Society’s journal, published annually and carrying
authoritative articles on Scottish horticulture in its widest sense.
Preview is the Society’s newsletter published twice a year in March and September
with information, including booking details, for events organised by the Caley and
other societies.
The website, www.rchs.co.uk, provides information about the Society and its activities
as well as a resource about gardening and horticultural issues in Scotland.
The Society has a blog, www.rchs.wordpress.com, also available via the website, and
has a Facebook page, keeping people in touch with issues of interest.
A monthly e-newsletter, Caley News, gives short updates on Society events to all
members who have subscribed to it by providing an e-mail address to the Secretary.
The annual report prepared for the AGM in March is the official record of the
Society’s affairs, finances and activities.
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Book reviews
The New English Garden
Tim Richardson, 2013, Frances Lincoln, 328pp,
hardback, many colour photos, 26x31cm., £40.
Tim
Richardson’s
many
publications include a history
of the English Landscape
Garden, a detailed analysis of
the English Garden in the
20th century and books on
international developments
in contemporary garden and
landscape design. He also co-edited an
innovative collection of essays advocating a
change in the way we think and write about
gardens. So this book was never going to be yet
another book of photographs and descriptions
of English gardens.
For a start, the photographs by Andrew
Lawson, Jane Sebire and Rachel Warne are
exceptional. Particularly atmospheric are the
autumnal images of Trentham and Scampston
by Jane Sebire. With an emphasis on innovative
gardens, twenty-five significant English
gardens “made or remade in the last decade”
are included. The selection includes many
gardens strongly influenced by the “New
Perennials” movement, the London 2012
Olympic Park, a symbolic landscape garden in
Devon (Plaz Metaxu), the cosmic garden at
Trougham Cort in Gloucestershire, the Wirtz
abstract landforming at Ascott and a conceptualist public space at Liverpool Hope
University campus.
Richardson feels that by the early 1990s
garden making in Britain had reached the
apotheosis of Arts and Crafts colour theming
and that “in design terms, it was almost as if
the herbaceous border had nowhere else to
go”. Change and innovation resulting from
this collision of influences has resulted in
several distinctive gardens notably by Tom
Stuart-Smith, James Alexander-Sinclair and
Christopher Bradley-Hole.
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An important theme throughout the book is
the relationship of a garden to the wider
landscape. Pettifers, Hanham Court and
Crockmore House are all successful in this
regard. The wider landscape at Plaz Metaxu is
a key component. At Mount St John the view
out to the Vale of York across the lawns is
wonderful but the adjacent vista across the
big-scale planting appears less successful. The
plantings here included some 32,000
perennial plants for their first season.
No public parks are included, although Angel
Field in Liverpool and Trentham are in effect
public spaces, and few areas devoted to fruit
and vegetables. The Olympic Park as illustrated
was a time-limited project. Most of the other
gardens are privately owned. Perhaps it is a
sign of our times that private patronage is so
important in this field in Britain. It is salutary
that after a decade or more of considerable
progress in the restoration and design of public
parks, the sector is now experiencing a serious
funding crisis.
Tim Richardson feels that “English gardens
are at an exciting and fruitful juncture. The
level of horticultural and aesthetic sophistication in garden-making has not been so high
since the early eighteenth century”. This
engaging and rewarding book supports this
view and is highly recommended.
Niall Manning
Many members attended Tim Richardson’s
lecture in November 2014, based on his book
which is here reviewed by Niall Manning, past
Chairman of the Garden History Society in
Scotland. The book is on offer to members at £25
including postage. To order ring the distributor,
Littlehampton, on 01903 828503 or email
benedetta.costantini@quartouk.com
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Botanical Treasures, Objects from the
Herbarium and Library of the Royal
Botanic Garden Edinburgh
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh 2014, 160pp,
paperback, many illustrations, £12.50.
The RBG Edinburgh Library and Herbarium
contain 70,000 botanical books and over three
million pressed plant specimens gathered from
all over the world. In addition the RBGE holds
a collection of botanical artworks,
manuscripts, artefacts and memorabilia many
of which have seldom been on display. This
book, celebrating the 50th anniversary of the
opening of the RBGE herbarium and library
building, illustrates and describes a selection,
chosen by over 20 RBGE staff, of the
collections held there. The book is beautifully
designed with many stunning photographs of
the objects taken by Amy Fokinther. Themed
sections cover the history of the garden, plant
hunting, art, Scottish biodiversity and each
page contains a picture or pictures with a short
description of the items shown.
The first keeper of the then Edinburgh Physic
Garden, James Sutherland, completed the
Hortus Medicus Edinburgensis in 1683, but the
library also holds a much older text book,
Sutherland’s copy of the Herbarius, which was
published in Louvain, (now in Belgium) in
1485. Other historical artefacts include a
watercolour and a plan of the botanic garden’s
previous site off Leith walk. It is fascinating to
see articles belonging to John Hope, the first
Regius Keeper of the garden, including a
specimen of rhubarb collected in Russia, and a
set of his lecture notes taken down by Francis
Buchanan Hamilton, one of his students who
later became a surgeon in India. The notes
ended up in Tipu Sultan’s library and when he
was captured, the notes were returned and
eventually donated to the RBGE library. I was
very taken by the set of papier mâché models of
the floral parts of flowers used by Regius
Keeper John Hutton Balfour 1808–1884 to
teach students. Sadly, much of the historical
collection of teaching notes and aids was
foolishly thrown out in the 1950s and 1960s.
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I’m always drawn to anything relating to the
early plant hunters. David Douglas’ telescope
is pictured and described; apparently it was
recovered from the pit in which Douglas died,
gored by a bull in Hawaii in 1834. Many
mounted plant specimens are illustrated; both
Scottish native plants and many exotics, as
well as drawings and paintings made in the
field by collectors, explorers and commissioned local painters. Documents include
Ludlow and Sherriff ’s passport to Tibet,
written on daphne bark paper, and Joseph
Rock’s diaries complete with his decoding of
Nakhi (Naxi) script.
This very attractive coffee table book, albeit
with some detailed content, looks and reads
like an exhibition catalogue and many of the
materials were indeed on show at an exhibition
at RGBE in summer 2014. The book is an
excellent stand-alone work and would appeal
to anyone interested in botanical history.
Kenneth Cox

Some of the collection of historic books in the
library. © RBGE.
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